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"There is no better method of adding to the wealth or a country 
than by building a11.:..weather roads which will guarantee 365-day 
highway transportation :facilities to all the people of a nation." 
Thomas H. Mac Donald 
Commissioner o£ Public Roads 
Washington, Do Co 
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PREFACE 
With the rapid advancements being made in travel and ~ommuni.­
cation .facilities today, the world is steadily growing smaller and 
people in the far places o.f the uorld are no longer strangers. 
There is no doubting the importance o.f tractors, dozers, scra-
pers, power shovels, _graders, biturninus construction equipment, 
aggregate handling, etc., in the present-day world, in aiding the 
progress of civil~zation and bringing to all people the good things 
of life. 
It nust be remembered that money expended .for highways is not 
wasted, and can be classified as an asset. 
In substance, this is a general project for the reconstruction 
_and improvement o.f the highways of the IVth Division, Ankara, Turkey, 
on a .four year program, which will cover approximately 1,400 miles 
of"· modern roads. 
The project will consist maily o.f : 
I. a) The type and size o.f reads that will be constructed. 
b) An approximate estimation of the amount o:f earth 
to be moved per average mile in order to bring the 
highways to grade • . 
c) An approximate estimation of the quantity o:f mater-
ials necessar.y for the basing and surfacing of the 
roads. 
d) Selection o.f type, size, and quantity of road con-
struction and maintenance equipment. 
e) Detail technical specifications of the forgone 
equipment. 
II. General out'f'i ts of machine and automotive repair 
shops for the maintenance and repairs o£ the above 
equipment, giving locations, general plans, tools 
and -machinery. 
III. a) Initial cost of the road equipment. 
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Introduction about Turkey 
The Turkish Repub1ic lies between the meridians 26° and 44° 
48 minutes of- Greenwich and between the paraUe1s of latitude 36°-
420N. Its area is 296,503 square miles. Ankara. with a . population 
or )00,000, is the capital. of the republic. other principal cities 
are Istanbul., Imni.r, Adana, Bursa, Eskesebir, Ga.ziantep, Konya, 
Sivas, Erzurum, Kars; Diyarhaker, Trabzon, ~ Samsun. 
The population of the country according to the census of' 1950 
is 20,900,000, of' which about 2,000,000 live on the European side 
and the rest in Anatolia. or the total population, about 94 per 
cent is Turkish speaking and the proportion of Mahammedans is 98 
per cent. 
The Strait of B·'ospharu.s is 18 miles long m. th a varying breadth 
o:f about ha1f' a mile to 2 J/4 mi1es. The dardanilles are 47 miles . 
in length and have a varying bredth of 3 to 4 miles. .The Montreux 
Convention guarantees :free passage through the straits at all times 
for merchant vessels of' all nations in peace or war. 
With an area of' 296,503 square miles~ there are 4,164 miles of' · 
coasts, and 1,633 miles of' frontiers. 
At present,there are 4,652 miles of' railroad and 26,536 mi1es 
of highways of' mostly macadam. Turkey is still in the process' or 
developing her system of transpo~ation. The enormous dependence 
or agriculture, industry, and commerce on efficient railroads and 
highways has concentrated all possible efforts on this program. 
Turkey is predominant1y agricu1tura1. Wheat ranks first ainong 
Turkish crops. Barley, oats, rye, corn, rice-are other important 
grain products. Cotton, citrus fruits, and bananas are grown in 
the south. Tobacco is the principa1 export crop. An average of' 
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$30,000,000 worth o£ Turkish tobacco is purchased annually by Ameri~ 
can cigarette manufacturers, alone. In the last two decades, .the 
govermne~t has encouraged and supported the establishment of indust-
ries related to the agricultural production. 
Livestock raising is one of the outstanding Turkish occupations. 
Horses, cattle, water-buffaloes, sheep, and goats are the main animals 
raised. 
Turkey has v_ery rich mineral resources. The most abundant i tern 
is coal, the quality of which is comparable to any in the world. 
Second to coal is copper, mined on a very large scale. Next in 
importance are iron, chromium, manganese, emery, mercury, and sulphur. 
Besides these, there are nickel, tin, cobalt, phosphate, platinum, 
aluminum, antimony, soda, and zinc. The oil fields, "r7hich were 
discovered recently in the · southeast, promise remarkable capacity. 
The industries, ex~ept those -locally connected with certain 
agricultural products or mines, are located around the larger cities 
where adequate transportation facilities are available. Therefore, 
only acattered plants are to be found in the mountainous eastern 
part of the· country despite the fact that the ·mineral resources 
warrant more entensive manufacturing activity. 
The lack of modern road building equipment has been the most 
deterrent factor in the much needed development of highways and 
roads. It is hoped that the alleviation of this shortage will help 
fulfill the transportation program. A nine year construction program 
has already been started vd th American technical helpo 
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THE HIGHWAY BUILDING PROGRAM IN TURKEY 
This program was started in 1948 and is still undergoing pre-
parations for future fast construction. 
The program calls £or 69 major projects in three year stages 
of hh25, 4325, and 5225 miles of roadbuilding, divided into cate-
gories of militarily -and eoonomically important roads. Work is 
already in progress on -1443 miles of roads of primary importance. 
Ma.j or highways now being constructed or planned are as £ol.l.ows : 
1) Edirne- Istanbul- Ankara- Kayseri- U1ukisla --·Adana- Isk-
enderun. 
2) Iskenderun - Erzurum. 
3) Elmadag - Kirikkale Si vas. 
· 4) Ankara - Konya 
5) Ankara - Kochisar. 
-· 
6) Bor - Iskenderun. 
7) Istanbul - Izmit. 
Proper repair and maintenance o£ roads are also being stressed. 
Reinforced with additional e~ipment, road repair crews are continu-
ously active on 7,735 miles o£ the more important highways. 
In drawing up P-ans £or roads which are primarily o:f economic 
importance, special attention is being paid to the needs o£ Turkey's 
eastern provinces where modern highways will play an important part 
in regional. economic recovery. 
In order to facilitate this program, the countr.y has been div-
ided into l.O divisions o£ approximately equal area. The Headquarters 
are at the Ministry o£ Public Wor~s, and each division is represented 
by a division engineer. Because o£ the military and economic import-
ance, the work cannot be concentrated on a smaller area, but must 
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be distributed among the 10 Divisionso 
The author's thesis is a general project of selection of road 
construction equipment for the reconstruction and improvement of the 
highways only of the IV Division; and of the machine and automotive 
repair shops which will repair and serve all the equipment necessa~ 
for this project. After the project has terminated, the shops will 
still be used for repairing equipment used for the contirmous main-
tenance of the highways, and for .future highway building programs 
~ the IV Division, and also, repair, when available, contractor's 
equipment. 
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AMERICAN AID TO 'IURKEY IN HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT 
Legislation, enacted on May 22, 1947, authorized aid to Turkey 
of several kinds, including aid in the improvement of its highw~s. 
Shortly thereafter, the government or Turkey requested assistance, 
in accordance with the terms o£ this law. Among other things, it 
expressed its desire ·to take advantage of the experience and methods 
developed in. the United States in highway construction maintenance 
and administration. The reasons for this were to establish a plan 
for a long-range highway improvement program, to devise a highway 
administrative pattern to fit the needs o~ the countr.y, and to adopt 
standards for highway design, · construction, and maintenance suited 
to the materials available, the traf'£1c, and the economic and finan-
tial status ~f the country. 
By agreement with the State Department on July 12, 1947, the 
Public Roads Administration undertook to supervise the highway 
program in Turkey. 
A sum of $S,ooo,ooo was allocated as a grant to be used prin-
cipally for_ purchase of highway equipment, ma~erials, supplies, and 
spare parts from the United States of America and &rope. 
T~e Turkish government agreed to provide adequate funds in 
the budget of the Turld..S1 Ministry of Public Works for carrying 
out road program. These funds are to be used principally for the 
,-
purchase ,~ oi Turkish materials, supplies, and con~ctual servicesp 
and for the payment of salaries, wages, and expenses of engineers, 
laborers and others employed on this program in Turkey, but with 
minor amounts available for foreign purchase. 
The U. S. A. Pu bli.c Roads Administration assigned a staff or 
engineers and speci. alists to Turkey in Dec~mber, 1947, to work in 
close cooperation with the Turkish Ministry of Public Works. . 
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By ~une, 1948,- there had been received in Turkey, ),5i7 tons 
of equipment, materials, and supplies which represented _78 per cent 
or those to be· shipped. The equipment is being serviced at the 
port of Iskerderun and dispatched for operation as soon as trained 
operators and mainte~ce mechanics are available. Ear~ impetus 
was giyen to training operators and mechanics, with_ the result that 
120 graduate trainees were available after 6 monthes or operation • 
. Improvement o£ the 40 miles Iskenderu.n to Erzurum. road was 
completelY graded by swmmer, 1949. 
The Adana to K.a.ratas project for widening the existing road, 
improving grades, placing base course and aspha1t surface on l.6 
miles was, also, cpmpleted· in the meantime. 
A belt route at Iskenderun has been improved, and 70 miles of 
the road between Tarsus and Toprakkale has been given an asphalt 
surface. 
A maintenance organization is being created and supplied with 
shops and modern eqnipment for the maintenance and repair of the 
road machinery. 
Real progress has been made toward each of the objectives· of the 
highway-aid program and Turkey is moving mvi:f't1y tmvard realization 
of its desire to establish a well-conceived, economical plan for a 
long-range highway improvement program; and is devising an effective 
hi~hway administrative pattern that w:i.ll fi~ the needn of' the country. 

THE IV DIVISION, ANKARA 
The IVth division extends along the Black sea coast £~om Ayancek 
to Akcakoc~ to the east as £ar as Sungurlu, ~o the west to Eskisehir, 
and to the south to KUtlu near the north o£ the Tuzgo1u .lake, and 
covers a total area o£ approximately 33,500 s~are miles. 
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There are no asphalt sur£aced highways in this division, with the 
exception o~ the roads ·or the Ankara city which extend a couple of 
miles to the outskirts. 
This division contains approximate~ 1,400 odd miles of state 
roads of gravel and macadam construction. 
IVTH DIVISION 1S HIGIUVAY MILEAGE 
1. Ankara - Cankiri - Kastamonu - Inebalu = 35h lan. 
- 214 kmo . 2. Kastamonn - Boyabat - Sinop 
3. Ankara - Gerede - Bolu - Dearek Zongulda = 397 Ion • 
.. 
4. Ilgaz - Gerede = 148 Ion. 
5. Ankara - Gal base - Eskisehis - 274 lon. 
-
6. Ankara - Goyunuk 200 Ion. 
1· Ankara - Bala - Kulu 200 km. 
8. Go1base - Cogun = 149 km. 
9. Ankara - Corum - 284 Ion. 
-
Total = 2,220 km. = 1,400 miles 
The climate of this section of the land changes as we leave the 
Black Sea coast and travel inward. Near the coast, it is mild and 
rainy; then as we go inland on high plateaus, it gets dry, with 
hot· sunnners and cold dry winters. Snow stays on the ground £or about 
two months of the year · in most regions o£ this division. 
This part o£ the country is more or less a plateau which des-
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cends as we trave1 north and west. There are no high mountains. 
According to the statistics of the Aunistry of Public Work, 
Ankara, Turkey, actural working days for this part o:£ the country 
have been set to be 210 days in a year. 
GENERAL ROAD SPECIFICATIONS 
Factors Governing ~ ~ Size 2£ Roads 
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In planning the type of surfacing and size of roads to be built, 
for a certain place, there are many factors which enter into consid-
eration. These determine the type, quality and size of roads that 
have to be built, and which will face the needs of that piece of 
land quite efficiently. 
Among important factors to be considered in the selection of 
the size of a highway are: 
1. - Current and anticipated traffic. 
2. - Availability of materials and equipment. 
3. - Available funds. 
The thickness of the pavement and the type of surfacing is 
governed by the: 
1. - Climatic conditions 
2. - Availability of materials and equipment. 
3. - Load requirements. 
4. - Traffic • 
5. - Relative cost. 
6. - Local engineering practice. 
Width of the Highways 
In putting do~ specifications for the construction of the 
roads of the IVth Division, the author has to accept the width 
that the Public Roads Ac.bninistration in Ankara has set for all the 
state highvmys in Turkey. These specifications call for 12 yards 
from ditch to ditch; 9 yards or which will be bituminous treated. 
Thickness of Pavement 
The forces on a pavement by the ldleels of a standing vehicle 
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can be determined without difficulty. 
There are two general types of roadnay pavements. These are 
knm'm as . the rigid type and flexible type. The principal rigid 
types are concrete pavement and concrete base with bituminous sur£ace. 
Flexible types consist of a well-compacted base course o£ suitab~ 
graded gravel, stone, slag or other acceptable granular material, 
on which is placed a bituminous surrace course. A bituminous base 
course may be ·used instead of, or in addition to, the gravel or 
stone base. Subbases or gravel or selected borrow may be necessary 
under base courses where the subgrade soils have low bearing power. 
The structural strength of a given type of pavement is dependent 
on its thickness and support. 
The specifications given by the Principles of Highway Construction 
of Public Roads Administration, Washington, D. c., 1943. are: 
for a 10,000 pounds wheel load the combined thickness o:f subbase, 
f n 6 11 n 8", 9 11-18 11 , base course, and sur ace course is .from o· ·- , 2 -
911-2h", and · 12"-2h" depending on the variations in the soil char-
acteristics, degree of compaction, natural ,soi1 moisture, and climate. 
In a ~ climate and where the distance to ground water is great, 
soil will require less : thickness of cover than in a wet climate where 
the elevation of the ground water is high and the moisture content 
o£ the soil is gre~ter due to heavier rainfa11o 
Subbases 
As the higlmays Tlhich the author is undertaking to reconstruct 
and surface treat have been used £or at least a couple of cen~es, 
and the region has a dry climate, by having a good grading, the need 




Base courses should range in thickness from approximately 6 
to 12 inches depending on the character of the subbase. When the 
~ubbase is of material closely approaching the specified require-
ments for base course construction, a base course 6 inches in thick-
ness should be adequate. If the subbase material is of lower·:.quality 
due to poor grading or relatively high plasticity, the thickness 
of the base course should be increased. In many instances, substan-
tial economies may be ef£ected in the cost or base course construction 
by the use of loeal materials. Bituminous base courses are connnonly 
constructed with a uniform thickness of 3 to 6 inches. 
For nonbi tuminous base cOu.rses which will be the type that the 
author is accepting for the construction o~ the high~ys, aggregates 
and screenings uhould consist of angular fragments of crushed stone 
or .. crushed slag. 
Crushed stone for base courses may be a crusher-run product that 
is suitable for use without screening, or it may be composed of 
fractions that have been separated and recombined. 
An example of g~adations of aggregated for use in wate~-bound 
macadam base course construction is shown in the following table. 
Inches 
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3/4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 1.0 
Bituminous Surfaces 
Bituminous surfaces are commonly placed on flexible bases qy. 
h general methods of construction, known as surfaee treatments, 
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road mixes, plant mixes, and penetration macadam. The usual thick-
nesses· o:f bituminous sur.fa.ce courses ~e: :for sur.face treatment 
types, ! to 1 inch; for road-mix types~ J.i- .to 3 inches; and for the 
plant-mix types, 2 inches or more. For penetration macadam, a· min-
imwm thi~kness of 2! to 3 inches is generally required. The thicker 
bituminous surfaces are more likely to give satisfactory. service 
at lower maintenance costs than the thinner surfaces. 'l'he general 
practice is-to use surfaces not thinner than 1 inch and not thicker 
than 5 inches • 
Composition of' Bituminous Bases and Surfaces. 
Probably the most important single ~actor influencing the sel-
ection of the bituminous base or surface is the character of the mat-
erials availab.l.e and, more particularly, the nonbituminous materials. 
For economic reasons, 1oca1 aggregates should be used if possible ~d 
with the milrl.mum of' change, but the bituminous material trl..ll usually 
have to be snipped in. 
The quantity of a given type or bituminous material that should 
be used with an aggregate of a given grading is aff'ected by the size, 
shape, and absorptive property of the aggregate, by the method of 
construction used, by the workability of the mixture, and by the 
character o£ the :finish required. 
Types ~ Construction 
The types of bituminous construction most general~ used in 
highway paving as stated .be£ore are: 
lo - Surface treatmento 
2o - Penetration maeadam 
3. - Mixed :in place 
4. - Traveling plant mix 
5. - Stationary plant inix 
The particular type that should be used for a given set of 
conditions will be influenced primarily :·by- the thickness of the 
surface course required, the materials and equipment available, 
the extent of control necessary, and relative costs. 
Before selecting the type oi construction for the Turkish State 
Highways, the author woilld like to give a brief' discription of each 
method. 
1. Surface Treatment 
This type of _construction is known by snch names as inverted 
penetration and carpet coat, but is more commonly referred to simply 
as surface treatment. It is relatively inexpensive and is suitable 
as the waaring course ior any typ of statla base and f'or water-bound 
macadam. 
The general practice in the construction of surface treatments 
is, first, to prime the base with a liqnid bituminous material of 
low viscosity and after this has penetrated and dried, to make an 
application of heavier bituminous material. This is covered immed-
eately with clean, coarse, one size aggregate which is rolled. In 
some instances,· this may complete the construction, but usually a 
second coat of bituminous material is applied and covered or mixed 
·with a small amount of f'iner aggregate. A seal. coat of bitumen and 
.fine aggregate may be applied shortly afterwards. 
Probably the most used type of treatment and one which may serve 
~s an illustration of sizes and quantities is the dOuble sur.ilace 
treatment. In the majority o.f cases, the coarse aggregate will 
be graded .fr~ 1 - -l inch and the amount used will be h.5 - 50 pcmnds 
per square yard. This will require .45 - .5o gallons o.f b:ltnminous 
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material. 
2. - Penetration Macadam. 
Bituminous macadam bases and s~rfaces are constructed by spread-
ing and compacting a layer o~ aggregate and then applying bituminous 
material and adding additional layers until the desired thickness 
of base or surface has been obtained. 
The sizes and amounts of aggregate as well as the amount of 
bitumen that should be used will depend upon the thich~ess of the 
course, as a base, or a s a &lrface. Normally a base course will 
be constructed of l~rger size aggregate, will contain less bitumen, and 
upon which, a dense, wear-resisting, surface would be placed. 
Some idea of the normal variation in size and quantity of aggre-
g~te used in base and surface construction can be obtained from the 
table of a typical specification ~or macadam base and surface course 
construction~ found on the following page. 
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AMOUNT OF MATERL\L PER SQJARE YARD 
Macadam Base 
si.ze 





medium stone 1 - 3/4. inch 30 1bs. 
b~tumen - - - - - - - 0.3 g1s. 
:fine stone 1- 3/4 inch 
bitumen 














3/4 inch - No.h 30 1bs. 
- - - - -- - - 0.5 g1s. 
3/4 inch-No. 4 25 1bs. 
- - - - • - 0.3 gls. 
3/8 inch-No. 8 15 1bs. 




- - - - - - - 2.15 gls. - - - - - - - - 2.3 gls. 
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). Mixed - in - place 
The road mix or mixed - ·in - place method of construction of 
bases and surfaces can be employed advantageously, (1) when the 
aggregate to be used is that already in place, (2) when the existing 
aggregate is to be supplemented by the addition of selected aggre-
gate to provide the grading required or to produce a base or surface 
of the thickness desired, and (J) when the existing aggregate is to 
serve as a base or foundation course and all of the aggregate to 
be used in the miXture is to be brought in. 
vVhen the aggregate has been properly prepared, -it is spread out 
to a level course and bituminous material is then applied in one or 
more increments by pressure distributors. Arter each application 
of bi turninous material, -the aggregate and bitumen are turned with 
disk harrows and, after the total amount of bituminous material 
has been applied and the disking has been done, the materials are 
mixed by repeated turnings -with disk and spring-tooth harrows, ~lled 
and self-propelled blade machines, or by some type of portable mixer 
that completes the mixing operation by passing over the materials. 
When the miXing operation has been completed, the mixture is spread 
and compacted. 
The percentage composition of mixed - in - place bases and sur-
faces varies so widely in actual practice as to render meaningless 
a statement of satisfactor.y limits. Nevertheless, the basic prin-
ciples of mixture composition previously discussed can be used as 
a guide in determining the bitumen content to be used for a start. 
4. - Traveling Plant Method 
. As an outgrowth of the mixed- in- place method, traveling 
mixing plants have been developed. The machines are designed to 
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replace the distributors and various mixing devises by proportioning 
and mixing the bitumen and aggregate in a single continuous operation. 
In this operation, the prepared aggregate :is windrowed instead of 
being spread out. The wi.ndrowed material is picked up, fed cont'i.n-
uously through the· plant, mixed with the bitumen, redeposited in a 
windrow~ and thEn spead and compacted as in the road - mix method. 
The .factors a£f'ecting the quantity or bitumen and aggregate 
are the same as described in the road - mix method. However thi.s 
method has the following advantages over the.road-mixed method. 
a) More accurate control or bitumen content. b) heavier grades o.r 
a given type o.r bitumen material can be used. e) more unif"onn thick-
ness can be obtained, d) the tendency ar partially mixed material 
getting vet is eliminated, e) delays caused by weather can be of: 
shorter duration. 
S. Stationary Plants 
A standard paVing plant consists of a drier, a screening or 
grading unit, a hatching system, and a mixer. 
In this type or preparation o.r bituminous base or surface courses 
mixtures, a more definite control o.r temperature, moisture content, 
misture composition and uniformity can be obtained. 
APPROXIMATE PERIOD SET FOR THE 
VARIOUS STEPS OF THE PROJECT 
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The perioa for accomplishing the various steps o£ the const-
ruction may -be accepted as follolvs: 
First year: 
a) Grading o:f all the roads 
b) Crushing of base course 
Second year: 
a) Crushing and spreading of base course 
b) Crushing· o£ fine course 
c) Surface treatment 
Third year: 
a) Crushing and spreading_of base 
b) Crushing o:f fine course 
c) Surface treatment 
Fourth year: 
a) Completion o:r crushing and spreading o:f base course. 
b) Completion o.f crushing o£ :fine course. 
c) Completion o.f surface treatment. 
Approximate calculations o:f the amount o:f earth to be moved 
per average mile in order to bring the highways to grade. 
The average bredth o£ the highways o:f the IVth Division is 
roughly 12 yards .from ditch to ditch. The operations in bringing 
the highways to grade before spreading the base course on them will 
consist mainly o£: 
a) Widening on one or both sides in order to reach the requ~ed 
breadth. 
b) Opening new ditches. 
c ) Grading the old road. 
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Selection and estimation of equipment for the above consider-
ation. 
In performing this operation, it is almost impossible to have 
the exact figures of the amount of earth that has to be removed, 
and the distance of haulage. For this reason, the author 1 s esti-
mations are approximate, and there£ore, it will not be necessar.y 
to go into specific and detailed calculations in selecting and est-
imating the quant~ty of road equipment. Nevertheless, the results 
of the author's calculations seem to have not a large difference 
f'rom the list o:f equipment which was prepared for the same area, 
by American specialists in 1947. 
Selection of Equipment 
a) The complete operation will call for the following major equiP-
ment: 
1. Rooters 




6. Grad ere 
7. Compressors 
b) Preliminary calculatiims for the estimation of equipment. 
1. Rooters: This type o:f equipment will be used to break up 
and loosen hard material be:fore it can be handled by scrapers and 
dozers. 
As the mentioned roads have been under use for many years we 
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are up to meet hard earth Where a buldozer will not be sufficient 
to meet the requirements in mov:ing earth. . o:rr hand, it, will be very 
hard to state as to which section and ~or hoW many miles rooters 
have to be used before the scrapers and dozers are applied. 
For our rough calculations we may accept that i (one-fourth) 
of the total milleage namely 350 miles have to be root treated. 
Work output can be estimated :from tractor speed and the ·number 
of passes required to loosen material properly. Tractor speed is 
based on type and condition o£ material and number of rooter shanks 
used. Estimates vary greatly in accuracy depending on the estimator, 
the tractor operator, and the uniformity of material. 
As the present roads are not in a very bad shape in connection 
with grading; in using the rooter we have to dig only deep enough 
to push the material and spread it on some other portion of the 
road Which needs elevating to reach necessary grading. 
Calculation8: 
·· a) 3 shank rooter of 29~penetration. 
b) D 7 Tractor 
c) Material to be penetrated will be assumed to be at an average 
o:f 24". 
d) Tractor speed - 1.4 mph. 
e) Rooter will loosen a strip of· 3 yard w:ide per pass. 
£) Efficiency factor ~ 80% 
g) 350 niiles, width 9 yards. 
5280 x 350 = 1,840,000 :feet 
Total time required ~or one Rooter for the above distance 
Distance 1,840,000 
Time = Rate = loh x 528'0 x .80 = 314 hrs per rooter 
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Using 3 rooters,. we can obtain ·a 9 yd. breadth f'or the total 
distance in 314 hrs. . 
Accepting an 8 hr.-day work,. we shall .need 31L. -o 8 = 39 days. 
Bearing in mind the :initial cost o:r equipment which is one of our 
major pr~blems, we shall try to perform our operations with the 
minimum number of equipment. So for the above operations,. we shall 
purchase 4 rooters "Rhich will. all. ow £or 1 spare to replace any that 
wi11 be undergoing repairso 
2. Dozers: Dozers . are a multipurpose machine capable of' digging, 
pushing,. dwnping,. . and spreadi.ng. They are used primarily f'or short 
haul excavation and as an auxiliary to other earth-moving equ:ipmento 
In our operations the dozer wi11 be used mostly for grading 
rooted or unrooted sections of' road which, in most cases, wil1 be 
spread w.i.tbin a short length. Another use will. be f'or widening 
the roads to ful.f'ill. speci£i~ations,. and pul.ling rooters and scrapers. 
Considering the first operation .we may use the forrnul.a: 
Output : Q X f X 60 X E 
Cm 
where, Q = haul capacity in loose cubic yards. 
f' = soi1 conversion factor 
60 c minutes per hour 
: E =Dozer efficiency £actor 
· Om ~ Total cycle time in minutes 
For a n 7, bowl capacity= 3o38 cu. yd.; average hau1 distance 
is 100 f't. 
For compacted common earth, F = 1.00; E = 80% 
Travel forward 1.5 M.P.H. 
·Travel backward 2.5 M.P.H. 
Gear shifts 10 sec. each. 
a) Fixed time: 10 x 2 = 20 sec. = .33 min. 
b) Variable time: 
1) 100 X 60 : 0.76 mino 
loS X S200 
2) 100 X 60 = 0o46 min. 
2.5 X S2B0 
c) Total time: .33 ~ .76 f .46 = 1.55 min. 
. d) Output: 3.38 X · o80 X 60 X o80 : 83! cu. ya./hro 
1.55 
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In the majority o£ ·cases the earth removed f'rom one place wiD. 
be spread to a near by section in order to bring the roads to the 
required grading. This operation f'or distances up to 200 ~.eet will 
be handled by dozers. Over that distance up to l.500(one way) will 
be done by scrapers; and over that, earth will have to be moved 
by trucks. · The third type will be met only in a ~ew cases as the 
type o£ operation does not ~equire it ver.y often. 
Assuming that · the moving o£ earth ~11 be done mainly by dozers 
and scrapers, we may roughly calculate as .follows: 
From "TM5-2.52-War Dept. Technical Manual" table VII we have 
.for a 150 .ft.; leval terain and workable soil of' 2700 - 3000 lb. 
per cu. yd. output o.f a D 7 buldozer as follows : 
A) For 1oo% ·e££iciency 
a) Return speed 2.5 mph = 66 cu. yd. per hr. 
b) Return speed 5 mph = 77 cu. yd. per- hr. 
c) Average= 71 cu. yd. per hr. 
B) For 80% ef'.ficiency, and under_ the same conditions = 57 cu. yd. 
per hr. 
For side hi11 cut which will be the operation :in widening the 
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roads, £or the same buldozer, this tLffie used as an ang1edozer, we 
obtain 72 cu. yd. per hr. 
Amo~t o£ earth to be moved per mil.e. 
For our rough calculations here, we may make the following assump-
tions: 
a) For side hill cuts; 
-!- cu. yd. per yd. o:r length; we get 440 cu. yd. per mile. 
£or 1400 miles. 
b) 1400 X 440 : 620~000 CU. yd. 
b) t cu. yd. per yd. o£ length; we get 880 cu. yd. per mile. 
For 1400 miles: 
1400 X 880 = 1,240,000 CUo ydo 
T~tal excavation: 
620,000 f 1,240,000 = 1,860~000 cu. yd. 
For the tota1 1~860,000 cu. yds. o£ earth to be excavated, it 
will be qu:i:te safe to make -the £ollo!Jing distribu-tion: 
· · Bu1dozers: 60% = l.~ 120,000 cu. yd.. 
scraper: 30% = .55hl> 000 
Trucks: l.O% = 186,000 
lJJ 660,000 cu. yds. 
Average output o£ a D7 buldozer: 
57 .f. 72 = 65 cu. yds. per hro 
For 8 hr. per' day: 
65 X 8: 520 cu. yds. 
For 2l.O days per year: 
520 X 210 : 110,000 cu. yfls 0 
1,120,000 ~ 110,000 = 11 bu1dozers. 
0 
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3·. Scrapers: The scraper~ Tlill be of' the tractor drawn type, 
and· will be o~ 8 cu. yds •. ~truck capacity. . . They ni.l.l be dra"Rll by 
Dl tractors or equal. These types of' scnapers are e£f'icient on-
hauls between 300 and 1500 feet. 
Estimating work output 
Output = Q x ··f' x 60 x E 
Cm. 
Q = bowl capacity in loose cu. yds • 
. f' = soil conversion £act9r 
60 =-.. minutes p6r hour 
E c scraper efficiency 
em.= tota1 cycle t:Lme :in minutes 
According to table XI of' the T.M$-252 War Department technical 
manual: 
For 8 cu. yd. scraper - D7 tractor operating on a 700 f't. distance 
:rm ·get 86 eli~ yds. per ~ on level teraiD. 
For 8 hrs. ·· 68 x 8 = 688 cu. yds. 
For 210 days: 688 x 210 = 144, 000 cu. yds. 
554,000 ~ i44,ooo = 4 scrapers 
2. Scrapers will leave us with a spare one. To these 5 scrapers, 
~e shall have to add 5 more tractors, thus making a total of' 16 
· buldozers. 
4. Shovels: Shovels will mostly be used in loading truck~. f'or 
long distanc~ haUilage, the amount of Which has beeri estimated to 
be 186~000 cu. yds. Selecting a shovel o.f' J/4 cu. yds. bucket cap-
acity, ue get f'or medium digging 95 cu.· ydS. per hour. 
95 X 8 '~: 7~0· cu. yds. per day. 
· 760 x 2io ·= 160,000 cu. yds. per year 
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186,000 ~ 16o,ooo: 1o16 shovels. 
Here-~e may accept 2_ shove~so 
5. Trucks: The follovdng :formula is used to estimate the 
number o£ trucks required to keep a shovel in operation at highest 
capacity: 
N = ~ ,l6oll%~) ,l T~ (~) ,l TJ 
n Cm.o 
N = number o£ trucks 
n = number o£ cycles required to :fill a truck 
60 o seconds per minute 
d = length o£ haul :in :feet 
V1 = speed·o:r load truck feet par minute 
T1 c time· required to dump truck (minutes) 
V2 = speed o:f unloaded truck (:feet per minute) 
T2 = time required in minutes to spot truck under shovel 
Cm = cycle t:l.me in seconds 
For medium digging: 
90° swing = 20 seconds 
n=3 
d (assume) 
V]. u = 30 miles per hr. 
Ti tl = 20 seconds 
v2 . u = 50 m:i1es pe r hr • 
T2 ~- = 30 seconds 
Cm. = 20 seconds 
N c 1 ,L 6o[{~o,ooo} 1 (1o,oooJ 1] 
_ 30 x88 f. 3 .j. SOx88 t 2 
J X 20 
N = 1 ,L 6o83 = 7o83 Use 8 trucks 
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For the 2 shovels we get 8 x 2 = 16 trucks, giving an a11owence o£ 
2 trucks IB r shovel. This . number may be bo.osted to a total ·or 20 
trucks. 
6. Graders: · Use of graders iscont.rolled by the type of oper-
ation, distance material must be moved, and the type and condition 
or material to be handled. In our earth moving operations, graders 
will be used :for ditching, light stripping, and levelling. 
Estima.tilgwork outpu.t: 
Total time = P x D x E 
5 
P = number of passes reqQired 
D··= distance travel.1ed on each pass 
E = grader e£:ficiency factor 
s a speed of grader 
a) Ditching: Use 1st or 2nd gear. For our ditching operations we 
shall make a rough estimation of i of the tota1 millage, namely, 
for both sides; 1400 miles of ditch. Assuming a 3 pass £or the 
ditches, by using 3 graders operating tandem for each operation, 
we get: 
S = 2.66 m.p.h. 
E = 80% 
p = .3 
D: 1·,400 
Total time .3 X 1,400 X .8 
2.66 
Total time = 1260 hours 
Tota1 time = 1280 .; 8 a· 158 days 
b) Moving and .1eve1ing w.indram~: As ditch cuts are made, windravts 
are formed between the heel of the blade and the left rear Wheel. 
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The windraw must be moved and leveled off. Also, the the roads 
should be leveled by grade~s after the buldozer operation, before 
any base course is spread. For this operation, we may estimate as 
follows: 
For ~he same distance, we may assume 3 more· graders for the 
above following the graders that will be opening ditches. For the 
earth moving operation, therefore, we may estimate a total of 7 
graders including one as a spare • 
7. Compressors: Go~pressors will be used to power the pneumatic 
tools which are used for: rock dri.ll, clay sptde. 
Work output: a) one operator may obta~n 80 linear f'eet of' 1" 
holes in hard rock per 10 hour day. b) One operator may obtain 
12 cubic yards of tough clay loosened for shovel excavation in a 
10 hour day. For our operations, we may estimate a 210 cu. rt. 
compressor per 200 miles, which will give us a total of 1 compressors. 
TOTAL LIST OF THE EARTH MOVING ~~ GRADING EQUIPMENT 
I~EM QUANTITY 
Rooters ------------------------------------------- 4 
Buldozers -----------------------------------------16 
Scrapers ---------------------------------------~-- 5 
Shovels ---------------------------------------~--- 2 
Trucks --------------------------------------------20 
Graders ---------~--------------------------------- 7 
Compressors --------------------------------------- 7 
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Equipment Necessary for Preparing, 
Transporting, and Spreading o:f the . J3ase, 
and Surface Treatment on the Graded Roads 
Preparation o~ the base course: 
Base courses should range in thickness £rom approximately 6 
to 12 inches depending on .the character o£ the subbase. Vfuen the 
subbase is o£ material closely approaching the specified requirements 
for base course construction, a base course 6 inches in thickness 
should be adequate. 
In our case the roads already are of macadam and gravel construe-
tion so we shall use an average thickne~s of 3 inches new base made 
up o£ aggregate of 1~ to 2~ inches in size. 
Total aggregate necessary.£or the 1,hOO mile roads: 
Width - - - - - - - - - - 9 yds. = 27 ft. 
Length - - - - - - - - - -1400 X 5280 = 7,350,000 :ft. 
Thickness - - - - - 0.25 ft. 
Volume a 27 X .25 X 7,350,000 cu. ft. 
n = 49,.500,000 cu. ft.. 
D 49,_500,000 % 27 : 1,840,000 CUo yds • 
0 
The rock crushers accepted £or this job will be of the 14 - 18 
cu. yd. per hour of the portable type. In our case we may accept 
an average of 16 cu • yds • ~ r hour. 
Rock crushing may be started with the beginning of the project, 
and material may be stocked; so for ba~e and finish spread the 
crushers will operate on a 4 year period. 
a) Base course: :from i}-11- 2!11 size 
b) chip spread: ~"- 1 11 size. 
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For one crusher: 
16 x 8 ·x 210 = 27~000.cu. yd./yr. = 108~000 cu. yds./4 yrs. 
From chart XXXIV of TMS-2.52~ War Department Technical. .Manual~ 
we obtain 8.5 per cent of 2i-" size rock, and 1.5 per cent of i" size~ 
with a roller opening of 2tu. 
108~000 x 0.8.5 = 92.000 of 2!11 
108,000 ~ 92•000 = 16,000 o£ -l-2 




Amount of chip for the surface treatment, using 1 inch thick-
14000 X _5280 : 7,3_50,000 ft. 
Volume = 7,3.50,000 x 9 x 3 x 1/12 = 6101 000 cu. yds. 
610,000 - 16,000 = 594,000 cu. yds. 
Far the same capacity crushers, we obtain 94,000 cu. yds. of f'ine 
aggregate per year per crusher. 
· · .594,000 ~ 941 000 = 6 crushers 
. . 
Total amount of' crushers : 20 .f. 6 = 26 crushers. 
Trucks necessary to spread the aggregate: Of' the 26 ·rock crush-
ers, we may use 2 units working on the same pit~ thus decreasing 
- -
on the amount of' the shovels. This leaves us with 13 shovels nee-
essar,y to f'eed the rock crushers on the job, and 13 bu1dozers to 
serve the shovels, and the crushers. 
For a rough approximation dividing · the 1h00 miles into 13 
sections~ we obtain 108 miles for each section. 
Trucks necessary to spread one section: 
a) Amount of cu. yds. of' rock per section 
1,8hO,OOO .& 13 = 142,000 cu. yds • 
.. 
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b) Use trucks to run 54 miles on each side of the pit. 
c) Assume truck to run on a round- :trip at an average of 
30 m.p.h. 
d) Accept a time for a round trip to the nearest point 
to the pit. For the farthest point, we shall need 
216 minutes for a round trip. 
D) With the above assumptions, we get a mean time o£ 
108 minutes for a round trip on one side of a pit. 
f .) Yardage hauled per day per truck. 
nwnber of hauls: 8 x 60 .!. 108 = 4.45 
. -
cu. yds. t:er day per truck: 4.16 x 2 = 8.90 cu. yd. 
cu. yds. per truck ~r year: 8.90 x 210 = 1860 cn. yd.e 
cu. yds. per truck per 3 years c:a 186o x 3 = 5580 cu. yds. 
g) number of trucks : 
1. - For the base course: 
1,840,000 A 5,580 : 330 
. -
2. - For the .fine course: 
610,000 ~ 5,580 = 110 
. --
3. - Total amount : 330 1- llO = 440 
Type of Surface treatment: For this operation, the author has 
_accepted the most simple and inexpensive method-of coating called, 
"Surface treatment 11 • 
This treatment will not exceed one inch of thickness, and will 
be applied as a double layer. For this method, speci£ications 
call for i" - 1 11 fine aggregate 45-50 lb. lB r yd.2, and this will 
require .45-.50 gls. of bitumen material~ 
Distributors: Using an 800 gls. distributor with a 16 ft. 
spray par, we obtain 320 ·sq. yds. per minute. Having divided the 
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area into 13 sections, we shall need 13 distributors ror this oper-
ation. 
Chip spreaders: We have figured out that we sha11 roughly 
need 110 trucks ror transporting and spreading the chip, therefore, 
we shall. need the ·same number of chip spreaders. 
Rollers : a;) -Three wheel type : There is · an abundant. quantity of 
this type in-this ~vision Which idle most of the time, and which 
can be used for the compaction of the base. 
b) Tandem type: ·Here we have to accept _that rol.ling o£ the 
surface treatment _is directly depended on the bituminous sprayi~g. 
Therefore, having accepted 13 distributors, we shall need the same 
amount o£ tandem rollers. 
Graders: This type of operation requires that a grader must 
accotnplny an asphalt distributor. Therefore, we shall. need 13 
graders. For our previous earth moving operations, we have already 
accepted 7 graders which wiil be added to this operation. This 
leaves us with 6 more graders necessary for this operation, making 
a total of 13 graders, and we may accept a minimum o:r 20 graders. 
All the above asSl mptions and calculations are preliminary and 
approximate, and slight changes on the figures will have to be con-
sidered in the field. 
Nevertheless, the accepted list o:r equipment is the ~nimwm 
that may be considered for the commencing of this project. 
The rest of the equipment given in the list, is required for 
the efficient operation o£ the main construction equipment. 
The quantity on the finallist has been increased slightly in 
order to compensate f'or that. equipment that will be undergoing re:.: 
pairs. 
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LIST OF EQUIPMENT 
APPROX. 
NAME QUANTITY COST$ 
1. Rooters 5 4,000 
2. Bu1dozers 30 280,000 
3. Scra~~s 8 24,000 
· ho Shovels 15 220,000 
S. Trucks 4LO 710,000 
6. Graders 20 240,000 
1· Compressors 7 3S,ooo 
a. Crushers 26 400s-OOO 
9. H. D. Tractor - Truck and 
15 - 20 ton semitracter 3 2.5,000 
10. Double drum sheep f'oot rollers 5 6,000 
11. H. D. Pneumatic tired l7heel tractors s 20,000 
12. Over head 1oaders on crawler tractors 2 10,000 
13. Compl.ete gravel. producing plant, (bin, 
conveyer, and vibrator screen ~th pager-
to be used with portable crushers.) 13 651000 
1h. ! or 3/4 ton pick up trucks 30 l6,ooo 
15. Small asphalt mixers, portable 6 6,000 
16. Chip spreaders 108 30,000 
17. 800 - 1000 gal. Truck mounted 
asphait distributor 13 16,000 
18. Tandem rollers S - 8 ton "13 1.6,000 
19. .500 gal. asphalt relay "tank on skids lS 1,000 
20. 500 gal;. TTater tanks on sld.ds 5 2,500 
21. 3 11 centrifUgal water pump 10 4,000 
22. Road brooms 7 ),000 
23 .Small asphal:t pots l5 ),000 
2ho Steam asphalt car heater 10 30,000 
LIST OF EQUIPMENT 
NAME 
25 •. One-way snow plows 












TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF ROAD EQUIPMENT 
1. Rooters: 
Use: Excavation o£ hard soil and rock, be.:fore the application 
of bu1dozers and scrapers 
Speci.fications: 
1. For use with tractors o£ about 80 B.H.P. 
2. Over~l dimensions: 
a) Length- - - approldma.te1y 20.5 11 







b) dimensions approximately 2 • .5 11 x lO"xSh" 
c) Distance between centers o£ teeth approxi. L4" 
d) Clearance o.f teeth above ground in raised 
position about 15" 
e) Depth. of teeth penetrate not less then 25" 
4. Shoes: 
Sell sharpening and removable type. 
S. Wheels: 




2.5' - 3.5' 
a) cable - improved plmr steel 
b) size - minimum ! 11 
c) length - minimum 7S ' 
7 7. Shipping weight approximatel.y 9-)1$00 l.bs. 
2. Buldozers: 
Use: a) clearing and grubbing 
b) stripping 
c) d:itching and digging 
Specilica.t:i.ons - Tractor 
~. Engin~: 
a) Diesel type 
b) Displacement - min. 
c) Cylinders - min. 
700 cu. in. 
4 
d) Auxiliary gasoline starting engine. 
2. Weight 
minimum 21,000 pounds 
3. Gauge: 
Center to center of-track minjwlm 65" 
. 4• Track sh. oe : 




6. Fue1 tank: 
CapLcity 
Dozer: 
min. 5 speeds 
n 3 n 
nd.n. 5o gallons 
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l.. It w:l.ll consist or: blade, f'rame, cable, sheaves, · 
combination sheave support, and heavy duty radiator guard and 
necessary'·p3.rts to connect w.i.th cable control.. 
2. Blade: 
a) . Lengbh 13211 - 156" 
3. 
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b) Height 3011 ..: 42" 
e) Thickness min. 3/8" 
d) Lif't min. .)QU 
e) Drop min. l.S" 
f) Blade angle approx. 25° 
. 3. Cutting edge : 
a) reversi;l>l.e 
b) Length (w:i th end tips) . 13211 - 156" 
c) Width min. an 
d) Thickness min. .3/4" 
e) Material. high carbon steel. 
4. Cable control.: 
Ecp ipped f'or use -m. th :r.ront and rear cable control.~ 
with rear cable of 6011 




Use: a!) Excavating 
b) For moderate hau1s 
c) Dumping and spreading in 




3. Dimensions : 
a) Length . 
b) Width 
· c) Height 
6,300 pounds 
thin l.ayers ~s requ:ired. 
7 - 8 cu. yd. 








a.) Height L0 11 -54" 
b) Bottom dimensi.ons (40 11 - 54") (9S 11 - 1.05°) 
5. Cutti.ng e~ge : 
a) Width of cut approxo 
b) Thiclmess min. 
6. Tires·: 
a) Front nd.n. two 
b) ·Rear 11 n 
7 Cable Improved plow steel 
a) Apron l:if't 
b) . Bon-1 lift, t~lgate 
8• 
3/411 
l)p00 X 20 - 1.6 ply 
l)oOO X 20 - 16 ply 
7/1611 
.1/2" 
c) SUfficient cable for efficient operation 
B •. Wei.gbt: 
a) · Maxi. mum 
b) Minimum 
4. Shovels ~ ·eravler type 






The d:Lppar or bucket shall. be 3/4 cu. yd. struck D\ea-
sureo 
2. Sni.ng: 
Shovel. shall be :f'ul.l revolving. 
). Shovel: 
i:1t shall·· have a min~ 15 • boom. 
4. Dipper sti.ck : 
To be min. of ll ft.; chabl or cable cromi. 
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5. Dragline: 
Boom to be mlni.mum 30 1 , with 1/10 boom extension, 
dragline f'ai.r lead, 3/4 cu. yd. dragl.ine bucket and al.l 
necessary eagles and fittings for convert~ng above shovel 
to a drag uni:t • 
6. Dimentions: 
a;). Length - vd. thout boom 
b) Width 
c) Height -without boom 
?-. Crawl.ers: 
a) Ground cl.earence 
b) W:i.dth or crawlers 
c) Wi.dth o£ shoes 
















Full. enclosed and locked, all. stee1 construction, 
detachable ~ear or side cowls. 
9. Engine: 
a) Gasoline or diesel. - 4 stroke, water cooled. 
b) Cylinders 
c) Displacement 
d) Fuel. tank cap. 
e) H. P. 
£) Sel.f' starter 
10. Travel. speed: 
a) Low gear 














a) Shovel complete 
b) dragline n 
12. Complete lighting system. 
5. Trucks: 
Use: a) For hauling and dum~ng 




b) H. P. 
min. 
min. 
2),000lbs. - 26,000 lbs. 
22,000 lbs.- 2SJOOO .lbs. 
6 
c) Torque . a~ 1000 - 1500 RFM - min. 
2. Rear axl.e 
1.00 
150 l.b.-f't. 
Eaton series 17,500, 2 speed, dual performance, or 
other approved. 
3 Ratio: approx. 6.2 - 1 
4. Transmission: 
a) speeds .forward min. 4 
b) speeds reverse min~ 1 
5. Gross trei ght min. 14,000 lbs. 
6. Front <ml.e, and springs: 
Bssigned' to handle truck satisfactorily and l'ri.thout fail-
ure when used with 5110\7 plow attachment·. 
7. Wheel base : 
128" - 152_", approx. 60" from back of cab to centerline 
or rear axle. 
8. Tires: Front · 
Rear - dual 
7.50 X 20 




a) Minimum 2 cubic yards o:f struck measure. 
b) Hydrawlic dump system 
c) Overhead cabin protection. 
10. Brakes: 
a) Four wheel, hydrawlic 
b) Minil'il\nn surface brake area 336 sq. in. 
c) Emergency break 
So Graders: 






b) Piston displacement 
e) B.H.P. 
d) number o£ cylinders 
e) Fu.e1 tank cap. 
f') Se1:f starter 





d) back £illing 
e) levelling 
f) sprea~ 
min. 525 sq. in. 
min. 75 
min. 4 
min. 40 gals. 




a) Size to be approximately 144" x 23", vd. th a min. 
thickness of' 5/8" 
b) Mechan:1ca1 or hydraulic 1i.fting mechanism. 
c) Li.ft._<above min • 
. _ side shi.ft 
Bank cutting angle min. 
4. Road speeds: 
II 
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a) to have a mirrl.mum o.f 6 .forward speeds 
b) nr.st speed not less then 1.5 mph. 
c) Sixth speed not less then 20 mph. 
d) To have a mininuun o:f 2 reverse speeds 
5. Tires: 
Front 9.00 x 24 
Rear 13.00 x 24 
10 ply 
12 ply 
6. Wheel base: approximately 18 1 
. . 
7 • Turning radius : not to exceed 40 • 
8. Scarifier: 
a) nvn type 
b) Number of teeth 10 - 12 
·c) Swath width approx. 46 11 
d) Size o:f teeth n 3" X 1" 
e) Clearence above ground to be not less than 
9. Shipping weight approx. 20,000 
7. Compressors: 
Use: To · su ppl.y air to: 
a) Paving breakers 
b) Rock drills 
c) Timber saws 
d) Clay spades 





a) -··gas or dies~1 
2. 






c) · RPM 
d) stages 





e) Automatic control system 
3. Frame: 
a) steel on steel springs 
b) Minimum 4 pneumatic tires 
e) Tay arm 




5o \1eight: Approx. 
8. Portable Rock Crusher: 
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210 cu. ft./min. · 
100 psi 
850 - 1500 
2 
10 1 12 1 
5 1 .6 1 
6,500 lbs. 
Use: To produce clean, graded aggregate .for base courses, 
surfacing pavements and structures: 
Speci:ficati.ons : 
1. Capacity: 14 - 18 cu. yd. per hr. 
2. Unit: The crusher Tlill be portable and designed ·.for 
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shovel or dragline £eed. 
The whole unit will consist of a crusher, vib-
rating screen, charging hopper, £eeder, delivery con-
veyor, rotovator (elevator), under conveyor, and 
necessary chutes, and driving connections, all mounted 
on a steel gooseneck truck. 
). Crusher: Steel frame overhead eccentric £orce 
.f'eed jaw type, reversible jaws, roller bearings. 
· size o£ feed opening to be not less than l011x16 11 • 
Size o£ flywheel to be not less than 30 1'x8 11 and 
R.P.M. of eccentric shaft approx. 200. 
h. Screen: . To be o£ the vibrating type, Yd. tb roller 
bearings, and having a size of approx. 2 1 x 6•. 
S. C~ging hoper: All steel, and to be not less than 
3 cu. yd. 
6. Rotovator: It will consist of a drum, with built-
in buckets. The drum will revolve, so that material 
f'rom the conveyor is deposited into the drum and 
elevated and deposited onto the .f'eeder conveyor. 
To be not less than 5• in diameter and 15 1' wide. 
7- Conveyors: 
a) Feed conveyor width to be not less than 15 11 
b) Delivering conveyor width to be not less 
than 1511 • 
c) Under conveyor width to be not less than 12 1 • 
d) All conveyors to be channel frame type with 
roller bearings~ head and tail bearings~-
guards will- be provided to return belts. 
B. Truck:. Gooseneck type,-- channel frame not less 
than 10". Equiped with towing bar, and brakes on 
rear wheels • 
• Tires: 
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a) Pneumatic tires front - dual min. 7.50 x 20 
8 ply. 
b) Pneumatic tires rear-dual min. 7.50 x 20 
8 ply. 
10. Pmrer: Unit to be equipped with a diesel or gas 
engine of not less than 30 H.P. 
11. Dimensions: 
a) Width approx. a• 
b) Length II 27 1 
c) Height It 12 1 
12. Weight: approx. 20, L.OO pounds 
9. H. D. Tractor ...;. Truck and Semitrailer 
Use: For transporting heavy machinery. 
Specifications: Tractor - Truck 
1. Engine 
a) Diesel or gas 
b) B.H.P. mininn.un 126 at approx. 2300 R.P.M. 
c) Piston displacement min. 515 cu. in. 
d) Number of cylinders min. 6 
e) Torque min. 3600 lb./ft. 
:r) Fuel tank min. JO gals. 
g) Oi~ systom full pressure 
h7 
2. Wheel base: to be approx •. 15511 
3. Gross weight .: to be minimum .. 28,000 lbs. 
4. Transmission: 
a) 4 wheel drive 
b) Forward min. 4 
e) Reverse It 1 
So Brakes: 
a) Service brakes on all 4 -wheels 
b) Parking brakes o 
c-) A:ir brakes will be hand controlled for operating 
trailer brakes. Brakes to be completely installed 
with compressor, necessary valves ~d supply tanks, 
together with necessar,y connection for semitrailer 
operation. 
6. Tires: 
a) Front singel 
b) Rear dual 
7. Cab: 
11.00 X 20 8 ply 
11.00 X 20 8 ply 
Coupe type, 3 men cushion mounting, safety glass through-
out "V11 type windshield, cowl ventilator, rear window o 
8o Lighting: Minimum 12 volt battery_p head lamps, tail 
light, dome light, instruments group lights, electric fan, 





15 tons minimum 
including gooseneck approxo 
b) Width: Platform width at .front o.f gooseneck approx. 51 
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At rear of· gooseneck O~Xo 
c) Height . under frame n 
d) Thickness vood £1oor to be not 1ess than 2" 
3. Rear axle:·· There Tdll be tr.o oncil.lating type axles, 
£1exib1y attached to t~ rocking bolsters, so arranged 
that the .:four Tlheel.s adjust themsel.ve~ to _the irregul-
arities of t.m roado A minimum distance of' 40" betl7een 
tandein axles to be equipped w:i. th mee1s having a total. 
o£ 8 .7 o.50 X 1..5 heavy dutY: pneumatj_c tires o 
4o Brakes: Total brake surface to be not less than 350 
sqo i.no Brakes to be straight air typa, hand operated 
on al.1 l7hee1s, nith everything furnished, including the 
air brake connecting hoses up to the rear or the truck 
cabo 
, 
.5o ·Lights: To be equipped l7l th rear lights. 
6o Loading: to be equipped with complete loading devices. 
10o Sheep Foot rollers: 
Use: For compacting all plastic soil. Er.:fective on most base-
course materi.als containing soil binder.· Can be used 
on layers o£ 1oose, ~ell graded soils not over 9 11 thicko 
Will not compact broken rock, gravel or sand. 
Specifications: 
1.. It Td.ll be of t'\'#0 section oscillating typa - dOUbl.e 
drum sheep foot roller. '.Lb.e· drum and heads to be a 
minjw1m· of 3/8" stee1 plate ~elded construction, ~th 
interlnidiate heads :for strength. F'l.anges and plugs 
.for :filling and draining to be furnished =!-n each· -end 
of drum. Intermidiata heads nmst be _so that drums can 
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ba entirely drainedo Frames to be constructed 
so that rollers cam be used m th single or double 
drum with tongues furnished on each operation, a 
minimum of two tongues, equipped with H. B. swivel 
1evises and I - bolt hitch. 
Each drum to have a minimum of' 110 tamping 
feet. Drums shall be equipped with H. D. Ti.mken 
rollers, or other approved, bearing enclosed in 
dust and moisture p~oof' housing attached to tongue. 
Shaft to be fixed on the drum, and Td11 rotate :l.n 
the bearing housed on the tongue. Bal.ast will be 
water and sand. Tamping f'eet to have a minimum 
5! sq. in. o.f bearing sur.face. 
2. Length o.f each drum to be approx. 48 11 
3. Diameter without feet to be approx. hO" 
4. Diameter with f'eet to be approx. 54" 
5. Number of" feet on ground for each drum min. 4 
6. Weight: 
a) Empty min. 6,200 lbs. 
b) Loaded (water) rni.n. 9, 950 1bs. 
c) Loaded (sand) " 11,540 lbs. 
11.. H. D. Pneumat:lc Tired Wheel Tractor 
Use: a) For pulling sheep - f'oot ro11ersJJ 
b) Tra:iler type graders 
c) Other uses. 
Speci.f'icati ons: 
1. Engine: 
a) Gas or diesel 
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b) Cylinders min. 4 
c) Displacement min. 334 cu. in. 
d) R. P. M. 1000- 1500 





a) Speeds forward 
b) Speeds reverse 
e) Speed range 
1. loll' gear 
2 .• high gear 
Tread: 
a) Front wheels 












12 mph • 
50" - 64" 
65 11 - 82 11 
12 .00 X 20 14 ply 
21.00 X 25 20 ply 
a) Length 132" - 145" 
b) .Width 7714 - 96" 
c) Height 68" - 88" 
d) Wheel base 83" - 93" 
o) Turning radius max. 190" 
6. Weight: To be between 8,500 lbs. - _10,500 lbs .• 
7. Brakes : Shall be equipped both with service and parking 
brakes 
12. Overhead Loaders on Cravler Tractors 




1. General.: To be mounted on crawler-tractor and to be 
o:r the overhead swing type. 
2. Dimensions : 
a) Length (w:i. thout boom) approx. ll' 
b) Width .. 6.5' 
c) Height (without boom) 
" 
9' 
d) Truck width min. 1411 
3. Boom: To have a length o.f approx. 13 1 
4. Engine: 
a) Diese1 
b) B~ H. P. min. 30 
5. Bucket: To have a eapaci ty of i- cu. yds. and will be 
designed f'or tough digging. It will. have tripr.>ing 
mechanism· controlled £rom the cab, and it will be 
equipped with teeth made of' special steel. 
6. C~bl.e: Length of cable to be not less than 38 1 , made 
o:f pl<nr steel or minimum 9/i6 11 • Cable speed not less 
than 200 ft. per minute. 
7. Weight: To be about 14, 700 lbs. 
13. Complete Gravel Producing ~lant 
Use: a) To produce and store aggregate 
b) To load trucks 
Specifications: 
l.. General : _ Plant will. include Bin, conveyor, v:ibrat:ing 
screen and power unit. 
2. Bin: To have a capacity or 10 - 1.2 cubic yards •.. It 
will be equipped with jack type legs for raising and 
lowering the hopper. The lOVTer part o:r the legs will 
be removable £or transportation. Top dimensions to be 
about 8' x 10' and will be constructed o-r mininnnn 
#10 plates, strongly reinforced rivetted and welded. 
Discharge to be at the bottom and it will be o.f tuo 
.. 
way opening ~ype nith long handles permitting operator 
to work easi1y. Under hopper to have ample space £or 
trucks to go under. 
3. Screen: To be o.f the vib:bating two deck type, si2e 
o:f which ·\1i11 be approximately 3' x 6; ~ and not to 
acceede 1550 l.bs. weight. Screen to. be mounted on 
a f'rame on top of the hopper. To have a sha-ft. throw 
between i-" --1/811 , and sha£t to rotate about ·1100 R.P.M. 
In case a : separate motor is'used, it should not be less 
than 3 H.P. air cooled engine. Inclination of the 
screen to be adjustable. ·Screen ~l be equipped with 
a set o.f 2", 1-!"~ 111 3/h11 , !" and "i" size wire gaugeso 
h. Conveyor: To be o:f the sectional lattice type with 
support f'rame (hprse) conveyor to h~ve head and tail 
shaft bearings, and antifrictional going and return 
rollers. Going rollers to ·be o.f uvu type. Bottom 
bearing to be adjustable, so that belt can be tightened. 
A trough to be fitted over the bottom of the conveyor, 
of' about 2 • x 4 1 o Frame to move on a minimum 2 pneu-
matic tired whee1s, and conveyor to be raised an lowered 
' : \ 
• . ., 
in the frame by means o£ cables operated by l.eve~_s ·at 
the bottom o£ the frame. 
5. Dimensions: 
a) Length of conveyor to · be about 60 t 
b). Wid~h o£ belt minimum 
c) Bel. t thickness inini nmm 
d) Top rubber cover min. 






6. Motor: An air cooled gas engine of not less than 10 
H.P• · In case a singl.e unit is used to drive the con-
veyor· and screen shafts, an air cooled gas engine of 
not ·J.e.ss than 1.5 H.P. to be used. Engine can be mounted 
on · skids on the ground, or on bin. 
7. Weight: Tota1 weight of plant to be about 1.1, 000 lbs. 
14. i- 3/4 Ton P:i.ck-Up Trucks 
Use: Transportation cir · personnel., and l.i.ght machinery, spare 
parts, - etc. 
Specificat1ons: 
1. Engine: 
a) Gas engine 
b) Displ.acmnent 
c) H. P. 
d) Cyl.inders 
e) Torqu~ at approx. 
2o Trans¢ssion 
a) Speeds fornard 
b) Speeds reverse 
:·· . . 
3. Gros~ · we~glit:: 






















Body: Steel bbqy appro~o 78" X 49 11 X 16" with steel 
mounted canvas covero 
Cabin: Safety, steel cab, so:ft, deeply padded seatso 




· b) Rear 
parking brake. 
7:00 X 16 
7:00 X 16 
6 ply · 
6 ply 
9. Shock absorbers: Hydraulic double acting .front and rear o 
15o Portable Asphalt Mixer 
Use: to mix chip with bitumen. 
Specifications: 
lo Mix:i.ng drum: Horizontal. type, either tip discharge, 
power oper~ted With unloading chute, or side discharge 
pcmer · or manual operated fri th unloading cll ute. 
Heat chadber shal1 be properly ba.ffled to distribute 
the heat o Extra set o.f reneuable blade tips on paddles · 
to be :furnished. 
2. Skip wader: Shall have a capacity of' about 1.h cu. f't. 
comple te ui th protected ball or :roller bearings. 
3 o Heater: Li ttle.fort ~ Aeroil, 0.r equal.~ and fuel tank 
to be a minimum ca paci t.y o£ 20 gal.s o 
4. Engine: Gas engine, _4 cylinder air coo:Led type~. uith 
a mi ninmm 30 H.P. uith cl.utch for op~ating ni.lt:i.ng 
drum and charging skip o 
' .· 
5-o Trai'1®": · tlixer unit to be mounted on o 4 u:hee1 pneu-
· · matic tir~ trailer wi. th a m:i..niim1m 6 :co x 16 .6 ply 
tires. Lsngh of' trailer tongue·.- -to be approx. 6 f'eeto 
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6. Oil Measuring .. Ta.J:lk: Tip over type• 1ever opsrated, 
15 gallons c~pacity. 
16. Chip Spreader 
Use: To spread sand and other aggregate evenly on road ~d 
runway·surface at controlled rates o£.spreado 
Specifications: 
1. Spread box: 
a) Lengt;h approx. 10' 
b) Width It 1611 
c) Height tt 35" 
d) Number o£ suppc>rt Tlheels m:Ln. 4 
e) Tires (heavy duty) 6:oo x 9 min. 6 ply 
£) Spread box capac:i. -ty approx.~ 27 cu. 
2. Method of feed: Cy~ndr:ical ro11ers 
3. :Ifopper material 
To be minimuin of 3/16" 't7elded steel plate. 
f't. 
· 4. Feed ro11: To be approximately 6 11 in diameter and to· 
have. dust-proof' se1:r.:SUgning, .heavy duty ball bearings. 
5. Gate: To be of' minimum 3/16u steel plate 
6. Transmission: ·Dust-proof years run in oll bath·. Hard-
ened years w.i.th f'oruard, reverse, and neutral. speeds 
on the f'eed roll. 
7. Agitator: Right and J.eft hand, ·Spiral, reversible, 
transferring materiai to the ends· of· the boxo 
8 o Au~omatic couplers : Adjustable vert:i.eal.ly, swi. veled 
. . 
to £oi1o~ contqar of ·road surface. Truck hitch, adjust-
able to f'it · :Ln various trucks. 
. . 
9. Weight approx. 1950 lbs. 
·17. Truck- MOunted Asphal.t · Distri~~tor 
Use: To spray bitumen. 
Speci.fi:cat~ons: · 
1. General.: Boo gals. e1ipt:ica1 · :in · shape with surf" ace 
pla ~~~ ·and bul.k hea~s to prevent sud<:Ien shi:t;ti.ng o£ 
content·s. Tank to, · be insulated with :first-grade in-
sul.at:i.on and to be covered with ·sheet iron . shell or 
- -
jacket. Tank to be complete with a minimum o£ 141 x20 1_1 
oval sh~ped or 16" round man hol.e, with ~iek opening 
cove~. ~ank _guage to be so mounted, that it i.s read.-
abl.e · from the rear. of the : tank, ·_capable of registering 
the :amount of £1~~d in tarik at a11 1eve1s. 
Thermomtater -:well ~o~stru.<?iie~ w:l~hin t~ and complete 
wi. th en~aved · armour ·e_~~?r. covered. . St~el:-~mea~ing 
stick: graduated tq 2.5 gal~. increments. 
Tank to· have su££ici~nt flu gas piping for the 
heating o£ the bitumen. .Tank to ·be. provided.wi:th 
3 ~ diameter overfl.orr. 
2. _Eng:ine: 
Suitab1e gas engine _not mounted at rear of t~k, 
ca~b1e o:r opamting ··a pump lvit.h a dellvecy capacity 
~f' ·-~ppro~imate~. 3_7.5. gals:. per· minute. ~e to be 
e_Q.uj.ppe~ with se1f starte~~ . ~~ _transmission. 
~ansmissi.oD: to . have a ~D1 of 2 speeds 41 Controls 
to- be acces~ib1e £or engine_o~~t~on from rear operator~ 
~ . . . 
p~~form. 
3 :~ PUmp: ; ·· Pump to be m~unted . at rear of · distributQr,. :and 
.. . ~ . . . . . .. -
. • t • • 
to have a capacity _ appro~matel.y 37S ga1s. per minute. . 
and to transfer asphalt to other cars. 
4. Other equipm~nt: 
a) Oi.l burners 
b) Fuel tank capacity 30. gals. : ·:.:!~~ ~ . 
c) Hand spray attachment 
d) 25. f't ·. o£ 1 11 metalic hose with hand spray bar. 
e) Signal system between driver and opera to~. 
5. Truck: 
a) Double truck f'rame 
b) Engine - 6 cylinder with a minimum 235 cu. in. 
displacement. 
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c) Wheel base to be approximately 16011 with rear of' 
cab to center rear axis or ·aJ)proximately 8) 11 • 
d) Frame to be of reinf'orced double section. 




• Tandem Rollers: 
7~50 X 20 





Use: Compaction consolidate bitumen-=· and aggregate. 
Speci£ications: 
.1. Eng::ine: 
a) gas or diesel 
b) Displacement mib. 220 cu. inclaes 
c) Ntimber· of' cylinders min. 4 
d) B.H.P. between 1400 1600 R.P.M·. ~~:i !! • 
e) Fuel tank capacity min. 2(} 
f') Electric starter and generator 
gas~. 
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2. Transmission ·spe_eds 
a) Low spe~d 1 ·mi. per.~ .• 
b) High speed 
3. Dimensions: 
a) Length to be 
b) lVi.dth .. n 
c) Height II .. 
d) Wheel base It II 
e)" Gro~d c1earence II 
4. Compression Roll 
a) Width to be 
b) Diame'her II It 
c) Water capacity approx. 
d) Axle sbaf't diam~ter min. 
II 2 mi. per hr. 
17011 - 18011. 
6Qtt 70" 
8011 90" 
100" - 12511 
10n - 15" 
5011 - · 55•• 
5011 - 55" 
360 ga1s. 
·e) Bearing - Ro11er or ball bearings 
5. Steering roil. 
a) Width to be 
b) Diameter 11 It 
c) Ax1e shaft di.ametJer min. 
d) Water capacity u 
e) Bearing - Ro11er or ba11 bearings. 
6. Brakes: Parlti.ng br~es 
7. Spr:inkl.er System: 
a)- Cravi.ty type 





c} To be equipped with a mat on each roll~ 
d) Distribution jrl.pes to both rolls 
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8. Weight o.r Roller 
a) Empty to be 10,000 Lbs. - 12,SOO 1bs. 
b) Rollers f':illed 16,000 11 - 18,500 " 
9. St.eering mechanism: Hydrau1ic type 
10. E1ectric 1ights: 
a) Front 2 
b) Rear 2 
19. Asphal..t. Rel'fr Tank: 















The shell sha11 be of' 1.0 ga. _and ·heads of.._7 ga. steel. 
p1ates, with single return V - t.YJ.2 £1u, and stack, 
minjmum of' sn diameter l.ocat.ed in lower 1/3 o.f' tank. 
Over now pipe minimum 4•• oil burner, and apprQXi.mately 
10 gal.s. pressure tank and head pump, connect.ed to 
burner. 
A 3" gate va1ve out1et at burner end. M:ini.mwn 
16" quick opening manhol.e. Tank shall be all s~d 
mounted. Skids to be insul.ated f'rom tank. 
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·20. Water Tank on Skids 
Use: For distributing water to the projects, and job areas. 
Specifications: 
1. General.: 
The·· tank shall. be o£ approximately Soo gals·. in 
capacity, and will be of the ova1 type~ with approximate 
dimensions of 3811 x 57" ·x 6611 constructed of No. 10 ga. 
gal.vanized al1 wel.ded material~ 
Tank to be mounted on wooden skids. Uanhole to be 
appro:x;imately 16° in diameter, fitted l'fi.th approximately 
511 screw pl.ug. 
Outlet to be 2" 'R'ith gate valve equipped f'or attaching 
hose. 
Ba£.fle plnte .to be welded to shell with openings 
cut out at top and bottom. 
21. Centrifugal. Water Punip 
Use: To· pump water f'rom ri v:ers and lakes. 
Specifications: . 
The pump to be o:r motorized self' priming type with 3" 
discharges. To have a maximum capacity of 1$,000 gls. per hour, 
al.so to be capable of pumping at 1east·215 gls. per minute 
under a total head of 4o•. 
Pump to be furnished with vacuum gauge and suction strains 
for base. Who1e unit to be mounted on -t\1'0 or .four pneumatic 
tired l'lheels with appropriate handle for easy movement. 
Pmrer to be supplied by an air or water cooled gasol.ine 
engine of not · l.ess than 5 H.P. 
Hose to be not less -t;han h0 1 with f'i1ter .for suction, 
and 40 • :for discharge·; 
22. Trailer Type Road Brooms 
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Use: For removing extraneous loose material :from sur:face to 
be treated. 
Specifications: 
1. Broom dimensions: 
a) Length to be between 6' - 8' 
b) Diameter to be between 2 1 . - 3 1 
c) To be mounted on . a sha.£t not J.ess than :Lt". diameter, 
~lx end ba11, dust sealed bearings. 
d) Broom will be raised and lowered, and held to any 
adjustment by ~eans ~:f quick acting mechanical or 
hydraulic jack. 
e) Broom to be two direction type, to be adjusted 
. 
to sweep either right or l.e:ft, or locked at central 
· posi~ion. 
2. Trarisiniss:l..on: 
. To be . dri. ven from the rear wheels. · Welded steel. gear 
box containing heavy gears and .mounted on the rear axleo 
To have a mininnim o:f two speeds. Transmission to be accom-
pllshed by steel. chain. At 5 mph• mini.mun,t R. P. M. o£ 
.brush at· low gear to . be not l.ess than 30 o 
3o Frame: 
Main :frame shall be a1J. welded, and not less than 
511 channels, or tubes. 
4~ Wheels: 
To have minjnn1m 3 wheel.s with a mininnun 6.00 x.l.6 
4 ply pneumatic tires. 
5o Pulling tonglie: to be· no-t less . than 5 1 
6o Weight 
23. Small Asphalt Pots 
Use: For repa:ir work 
Speci£ications: 
1o Capacity 
approx. 2000 1bs. 
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To be approximately 150 _g1s., and to have a. double 
heat circuJ.a-tion and an inverted uvu shape screen to · 
keep the co1d materials out of the reservoir of hot stuff. 
A sing1e or double torch burner capable of producing enough 
heat. 
2o Frame 
Cattle to be mounted on a stee1_f'rame ~railed on two 
pneumatic -tired Wheels, and a hitch at front f'or attaching 
it to the truck. 
3~ Hand spray attachment: 
. -
To be equipped w:ith hand operated pump~ and a hose 
with spray- pipe not less than io. 
4. Fuel Tank 
To be . equipped '\dth a £ue1 tank and a fue1 line 
running to the burner. Fuel tank- t,o have a pressure 
gauge, and heater to be . ~qn:l.pped uith a 'thermometer. 
24. Steam Asphalt Car Heater 
Use: 
a. To melt asphalt :in stationary and relay tanks. 
b. To wash machinery bef'ore doing repairs. 
Specif'ications: 
Unit to have a steam -generator f'or h~a~ing asphalt tank 
::. --. ::;, through coiles. It will provide steam at any 
pressure up to ~00 psi in about 7 
and super heated steam in about 8 
10 minutes time, 
15 minutes time. 
It will be coil type steam generator oil fired. 
Completely automatic with saf'ety f'actors to· 
govern the operation. -~ater or air cooled engine 
operating the water pump, and blower £or the bu~er, 
and .f'uel pump. 
It wi-11 contain a .f'eed. water tank o:f not less 
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than 1~5 gls. capacity. Pressure gauges .f'or steam and 
water, water strainer, fuel controls, thermometers etc. 
Two 3 11 f'1exible metal hose between 10' - 16' in 
length and a11 regularly furnished hose couplings, 
valves, fittings and tools. 
25. One-Way Snow Plow 
Use: To plow snow not more than 12•• thick 
Specifications: 
1. To be mounted on 1~ ton trucks. 
2. General: 
Heavy reinforced arc welded construction, high 
carbon steel cutting blades. Plow-shall have under-
slung push f'rarnes which attach to truck f'rame. Hand 
or power hydraul.ic hoist pump. Quick unhooking 
.f'eatures. 
3- Dimensions: 
a. Cutting width 
b. Height at .f'ront 







d. Moldboard thickness 
h. Weight 
5. Angl.e 
Approx. 600 1bs. 
35° - 50° 
26. 11V11 type snow plows 
8 ga. 
Use: To plow snow not more than 20 11 thick a _ 
Specifications: 
1. To be mounted on -heavy-duty trucks. 
2o General: 
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Heavy reinf'orced arc welded contruction. High carbon 
steel _cutting blades. PlmT shall have underslung push 
:frames which attach to truck f'rame-. Hand or power operated 
hydraulic hoi.at. Quick unhooking features. 
3. Dimensions : 
a) cutting w:idth 7' ·- 9.5• 
b) height at £ront 3' 4' 
c) height ·at rear 5• 
- 5.5' 
d) top width 7' - 10' 
e) thickness of moldboard 3/16" 
4. Weight: 
Complete unit approx. 2000 lbs. 
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MACHINE AND AUTGMOTIVE REPAIR SHOPS 
For the repair and maintenance o£ the-road construction equip-
ment, we shall need a certain number o£ such shops which will be 
located at certain districts o£ the area. 
The erection and installation o£ these shops will be completed 
before the project on the reconstruction o£ the roads commences. 
For this purpose, I have selected one central, and £ive district 















BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS OF THE BUILDINGS 
All buildings will be o£ the hangar type, all· bolted steel 
:frame construction, and which will be covered with g~lvanized metal. 
sheets on outside,- and wall boards on the :inside :for heating effi-
ciencies. The floor will be o£ concrete base o£ not less then 
10 inches thickness. These shops under necessity may be dismounted 







FOR IY DIVISION 
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CENTRAL SHOP DEPARTMENTS 
1. Administration 
2a. Ca.f'eteria 
2b. Lounge room 
). Mens room 
4. Shower room 
5. Lubrication 
6. Washing 
7. Power house 
B. Spare p;t rts, Machine shop 
9. Spare parts, Equipment 
10. Welding and Forge shop 
11. Wood shop 
12. Wheel alignment 
1). Paint shop 
14. Tire repair and relining 
15. Repair shop, Heavy duty 
16. Repair shop, Light duty 
17. Gas station 
18. Trucks and Cars inspection 
19. Warehouse, Construction materials 
20. Infirmary 
21. Civil Engineers 
2lb. Mechanical Engineers 
22. Dormitory 
23. Warehouse, Luboil 
24. Water tower 
25. Main Gate 
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26. Junk yard 
27. ;__ _.Open truck garage . 
28. Parking, trucks and cars 
29. Parking, Heavy duty 
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List of machinery~ tools, and the:i..r distribution to each department. 
Heavy and light duty equipment repair and machi.ne shop. 
Item. Quantity 
1) Bars, wrecking & pinch 
2) Clamps, 110 11 , 4" & 6" heavy duty 
(6 o£ each si.ze) 
3) Blocks, uvu, wi.th c1amps 
4) Ca1i.pers, machi.n:i.st, 4", 6", an, 
1011 , 16" inside 
5) Calipers, machinist, 411 , 6n, 811, 
10"~ 12", 1811 outside 
6) Clamps, saw filing 
7) Cans, oil, t pint size 
8) Clamps, machinist, strap type, 6 11 
9D Cleaners; piston ring groove 
10) Cleaners, valve grinder 
ll) Compressor piston ring 
Cutters, noodruf£ Key seat 
high speed 
Cutter, milling, plain, hi.gh speed 
3" X 2" X 1-?i-n 
3" X 3 11 X J.!U 
Cut,ter; spi.ral. end mill., high speed 
taper shank. 
3/Btt, ~n, 3/411 , 7/8«, 1u, 1~" 





























13) Cutters, bolt, : 36" 2 
lh) Cutters; Bolt; - 18" 2 
15) Calipers, 541 ~ pocket slide 2 
16) Clamps, 'brake lining, tightening 1 
"17) C~ds~ extension, 25' long 6 
18) Chucks, ; drill, ·on - l"~ Tlith arbors 2 
19) Dies,· ste_el figures, 3/16" 2 sets 
20) Dies, steel letters, .J:.n 2 sets 4 
21) Dies, steel letters, 3/16 11 2 sets 
22) · Dies, steel letters, i-11 2 sets 
. . 
. 23) Dies,- wi~h collets & stock, 
1:.u ].AU N C Thr d 4 - 2 • · • ea 1 set 
24) Dies with collets & stock 1 set 
i-" - litt N. F. Thread 
25) Dies, uith stock, machine scr~ 
. 6 - 32, 6 - 40,. 8 - 32, 8 - 36, 10 - 24 
10- 32, 12 - 2h, 12 - 28 1 set. 
26) Dies, taper pipe with·reversable 
·~ersable ratchet handle 
1/8", i", 3/8", i", 3/4n, 1", 1~11 
2 7) Dividers, machinist, 6 11 & 12" 
28) Dressers, emery uheel 
29) Drill, portable, electric 
i" heavy duty_ 
30) Drill, portable, electric 
5/16 11 heavy duty 
31) Drill, portable, electric 
5/8" heaVy duty 
32) Drills~ · tm.nt, high speed taper shank 
-lfl - 1!" b:~: l/32 11 
3 3) Drills, tl'tist, straight shank 
1/3211 X ! 11 ,X 1/)2~1 
34) Drills, tyq.st, straight shank, #1-60, 
































35) Drills, combination drill 
& countersink (3 of each size) 
1tl6", 1/811 , 3/1611 
36) Dri1l.s, hand, ratchet type, 
9/16" chuck capacity 
37) Dogs, 1athei !", 3/4", 1.", l.i-11 
13/411 , 2", 2:;r0 .t' 3" 




n . .. 1 qt. size 
Easy outs 








42) Grinder bench type, electric 811 2 
43) Grinder, valve seat, concentric type, 
electric, ~or compl.e range, from 
passenger cars to D-8 Caterpmllar 
Tractor, with abrasive -aheel.s for same 
complete range, with 15°, 30°, 45o, 
750 Tlheel.s. l. 
44) Grinder, piston pin hol.e and 
hydraulic brake cyl.inder bore, 
el.ectric 1 
· ·h5) Grinder, val. ve, hand 3 
46) Grotiler, £orarmature 
(generator, - motor, magnets) 1 
47) Gauge, center 2 
48) Gauge, cyl.inder, dial. typ 2 
l8) Gauge, -thickness 4 
5o) Gauge, thread 2 
51) Gauge, surface 1 
52) Gauge, wire drill 
53) Gauge, tap drill size 
54) Gauge, _£or adjusting ring, ~6~1 
and pinion 



























56) Gauge, tire pressure 4 
57) Gauge, diesel pressure tester 
with adapters 1 
58) ~n, air blow 4 
59) Grinder, tool post, heavy duty 1 
60) Hammers, all types under 4 lbs • 
. each ·(set of 20) l set 
61) Hannners, all types over 6-16 each 
(Set .of 6) . . 2 sets 
62) Hoist, chain, geared tn:e 1~ ton 2 
63) Hoist, chaiti, geared type 3 ~on J. 
64) Hone, engine cylinder, for passenger 
c~ 1 
65) Hone engine cylinder, for large 
trucks l. · 
66) Indicator, speed 2 
6 7) Irons, soldering · 2 
68) Jack, 5-ton hydraulic 8 
69) Jack, 4..:.ton hydraulic floor tn;e 2 
70) Jack, 10.-.ton, floor type hydraulic 1 
71) Lights, timd.Dg 2 
72) Lamps, extention, with 25 1 cords 10 
73) Ladles, for babbit 2 
74) Lathe, 12U swingx 6 I between centers' 
with taper attachment, face plate, 
steady rest, centers, chucks, tool 
ho~ders, .knurling tool. 1 
75) Lathe, ·brake drum, stationar.r spindle 
type, heavy du.ty for all passenger cars 
and trucks, complete with all adapters 
and cl.utch P.late grinding attachment 1 
76) Lifters, valve, universal. type 3 
77) Machine, cylinder rebaring; passenger 





















78) Machine, cylinder reboring 
heavy .do:ty trucks . · 
· 79) · Machi.ne, brake re-lining complete 
with drilling and countersinking 
. equipment. 
80) Micrometer, out~ide 0 11 - 1" 
81) Micrometer, outside on - 2" 
. 82) Micrometer, outsi-de ·211 -811 
83) l.Rc.rometer, inside ii•i - ian 
84) .Uandr~s, lathe 
85) Outfit, drill steel. shanking and 
bit sharpaning 
86) Ont.fit, carburator repair 
87) Pli~rs, tire chain repair 
88) Pu~ers; c_lut~h pilot be~n~ 
89) Ptlllers, · ~eel., univ~~sal ~ype 
90) FUllers, for engine sleeves 
· '91} PUllers, gear and axle 
92) Pullers; ·bearing and bearing race 
93) Press, drill, upright, ll11 capacity, 
mul.tispeed~ _trl.th back ~ear, eomple~e 
lrl.th . drill chuck on - t" 
. . 
94) Press, bydraul.ic, 6o-ton 
vertical, hand operated 
95) Press, arbor 
96 ~ Press, tractor track pin 
97) Ru.les, flexible, steel, 6. Td. th case 
"98) Rules, stae1," 6 11 
99) Re-o; · Mgh sPeed, straight 
. · shank, 3/8·n, 7/16", l..$/32n, ta 









1 25.00 . 
2 40oOO 






2 sets 60.00 
1 set ~oo.oo 








1 set 32o00 
-· ·-- .. .... - .. -..... 
100) Reamers, high speed~ taper shank, 
17/32"~ 9/16", 19/32"~ S/8", 21/32"~ -­
llf.l6 11 ~ 23/32"~ 3/411 ~ 25/32 11 ~ 1.3/16"~ 
27/3211 ~ 7/8"~ 29/32 11 ~ 1$/1611 , 31./32 11 , 
1 11 1 set 
101) Reamer, cyli~der ridge~ medium si.ze 2 
102) Reamer~ cylinder ridge~ large size 2 
103) Reamer~ taper pin~ #1 -#10~ spiral 1 set 
104) Reamer, expansion, spiral t.ype, -with 
pilots to cover complete range from 
J/8•• - 1i11 ~ - 1 set 
10.5) Reamer, hand, solid~ s:piral type 
to cover a ·range from "t" - 1i" x 1/64" 1 set 
1o6) !Ut~acer, valve, wet type, S ;8" 
capacity, electric 1 
107} Removers~ stud, up to 5/8"- 4 
108) Square combination~ With steel 
scale & protractor 4 
109) Saw~ hand~ hack~ 12" 4 
110) Saw~ pmTer, hack 6 11 capacity 
wet type 1 
111) Sleeves~ taper~ Marse~ 1-2~ 1.-3~ 
2-4~ J-4, 3-5~ - 4-S~ 4-6, 1 set 
11.2) Shaper, 1811 stroke~ with tool 
holder~ electric - 1 
113) Tool.,- kiks~ mechanics, hand 15 sets 
114) Tool., copper tube flaring 
i~• - S/8" 1 set 
115) Tool, ring gear riveting 1 
116) Tools~ special~ · with pullers, 
for tractors 1 set 
117) Tool.~ valve seat insert replacement 2 
11.8) Tool, clutch pl.a.te aligning 2 
ll9) Taps~ with tap wrench 





















±20) Taps, with tap wrench 
l:..n 1].." N F 4 - 4 • • 
121) Taps, machine screw, 6-32, 
6 - 40, B-32, B-36, 10-24, 
10-32, 12-24, 12-28 
122) Taps, taper pipe, 1/811 , 
3/811 , !" 
1tt 4 , 
123) Taps, taper pipe, 3/4", 1 11 , 
1-i-", 1!", 2", 2!11 
124) Torch, gasolin~, blow 
1 - qt. size· 
12S) Taps, f'or ~park plugs 
126) T~ster, condenser 
127) Tester, coil 
128) Tester, generator 
129) Tester and cleaner, 
spark plug 
130) Tester, battery voltage 
131) Tester, compression with 
adopters 
132) Tester, vacuum tune-up, 
with adopters 
133) Vise, machinists, 4" jaw 
134) Vise, pipe, up to 2~" capaci.ty 
135) Vise, saw filing 
136) Wrench, tap, 11T" type 
137) Wrench, pipe, sti1son, 12" 
138) Wrench, pipe, stilson, 18" 
139) Wrench, pipe, stilson, 24" 
140) Wrench, piper, stilson, 3611 
1hl) Wrench, monkey, 1811 
1h2) Wrench, Crecent, 6 11 , 8 11 , 
















































~43) Wrench, Crescent, 18u 
144) Wrench, open end 
for tappent adjusting 
145) \'french, deep socket, for 
spark plugs, 1h mm, 18 mm, 7/811 
146) Wrench, Tlheel lug, cross type 
14 7 ) Miscellaneous 
148) Crankshaft grinder, ranging 
from passenger ~ara to n8 
Caterpillar 
149) Universal m?--lling machino · 
150) Aligner, connecting rod, with 
expanding type sleeves 
151) Charge~, battery 
152) Screw drivers, different 
sizes, set of 6 each . 
153) Lif't, hydraulic, 2-post, 
5 ton capacity 
154) Outf'i.t, electric, £or testing, 
and running in starters, generators, 
magnetos, complete with panel board 
not less than 5 H.P. 
1.55) Outf'i.t, Diesel infector and spray 
nozzle testing and repair 
1.56) Pencils, electric marking, with 
transformers 
157) Press, drill, bench type l" 
capacity, multispeed, with drill 































Item Quantity Est. Cost 
1) Goggles, welder 2 pair 5.00 
2) Gloves, arc welder 2 pair 10.00 
3) Hammers, under 6 lb. 4 10.·00 . 
4) Helmets, arc welder 1 5.00 
5) Outfit, acetylene welding 1 165.00 
· and cutting 
6) Vise, 4" jaw 2 16.00 
7) Welder, arc, 300 ampere 1 500.00 
8) Goggles, clear 2 pair 4.00 
9) Generator, Acetylene 1 250.00 
10) Extinguishers, fire 
2 gal. size l 20.00 
11) Dollies, render, various 
assorted - 1 set o:f 8 each 1 set 20.00 
12) Snips, tin 10" 2 5.00 
13) Pots, babbit melting 2 2.00 
14) Laddles :for babbit 2 4.00 
WOOD SHOP 
1) Brace, carpenters 2 60.00 
2) Chisels, wood, .!.n 
- 1!-" 4 {by 1/16 s) 1 set 20.00 
3) Bits, ~ood, expansion type 
1~" - 3" l 3.00 
4) Bits, ~ood i• - li" 
{by 1/16 s) 1 set 3.Q.OO 
5) Clamps, adjustable bar type 
48 11 , carpenters 4 20.00 
6) Chisels, 'WOOd turning 
7) Drill, hand, ratchet type 
9/16" chuck capa.cit,y 
8) Gauge, c~nter 1 s ~king 
9) Hammers, Yf - 2# 
10) Levels, carpenter's spirit 
ll) Planes, carpenters 
l2) Pots, glue 
l3) Planes, -wood, J.8U capacity 
14) Rules, flexible, steel., 2 • 
15) Rul.es, stee1 1211 
16) S<pare, carpenters 
1.7) Saw, carpenter's rip 
J.8) Saw, carpenter's cross-cut 
19) Stone, grind, :root operated 
.20) Saw, table type, 811 capacity, 
el.ectr:i.c 
21) Saw, cross-cut, with til.ting arbo~ 
electr±c 
22) Vise, carpenter 1 s quick opening 
23) Mallet 
24) Clamps UQH, screw type, 3n, 611 , 
an, J.OU, 1211 , (2 of each size) 
25) Cutters, glass 
26) Drill, breast, 9/16" 
27) Drill, electric, portable 3/8U 
28) Jointer, with 6 11 table, 
electric pOwered 








































30) Extinguisher • fire 
1-quart size 




1) Outfit, lubricating, service 
station typ, complete with 
grease guns and di.spensors 
for chasis, differential and 
transmission lubricants 
2) 'Measures, oil, 1-qt. size with 
swing spout 
3) Measures, oil, 2-qt. size, with 
swing spout 
h) Measures, oil, h-qt. size, with 
swing spout 
S) Extinguishers, fire 2-gal. size 
6) Extinguishers, fire 1-qt. size 
7) Outfit, hydraulic brake refillers 
and bleeder, with pressure tank 
8) Hydrometers, battery testing 
9) Hydrometers, anti-freeze 
WASHING 
1) Outfit, car washing, high 
pressure for water 
































TIRE REPAIR AND RELINING 
1) A complete · out~it :Cor repair and reli.ni.ng of tires, mich shall 
include dies. for the £o11owing tire sizes. 
a) Tires £or passenger cars 
b) Tires for pick-ups 
c) Tires :Cor graders 
d) Tires :Cor . trucks 
e) Tires for tractors and trailers 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
1) Outf'i t front end, and 




1) Anvil, blacksmith 170 l.bs. 1 
2) Hammers f'rom .24 to 48 oz. 
(4 pieces) 1 set 
3) Blacksmith's pincers ].211 - 2 
4) 
" 
Pickup Tongs l." 2 
5) II Straight lip tongs 20" 2 
6) II Rivet tongs 2011 2 














Spare part;s and Machine. Shop Warehouses sha11 be installed 
with sectional steel shelves of' different sizes of' variable depth 
type to allow for the storage of sizes of' spare parts of' road equip-
ment and shop machinery. 
PAINT SHOP 
Item 
1) Air Compressor!' with 
rece~ver, 16 c•f.m., e1ectr.ic 
2) Spray guns - 1 qt. w.L th 
about 25 1 hose each 
3) Brushes, paint, di££erent 
s:lzes 




1) Generators, of 50 K.W. 
Diesel, complete "ffi th pane1 
board, ll0/220 volts 
Miscellaneous supplies 
Total 

















FOR N O!VtSION 
SCALE· J''= 10' 
DEPARTMENTS OF DISTRICT SHOPS 
1. Heavy and light duty repair shop and.machine shop! 
2. Wood shop 
3. Welding shop and forge shop 
4. Warehouse 
a) Road equipment 
b) Machine shop 




9:~ Dormitory and sh0\7erroom 
10. Administration 
ll o Gas station and luboil storage 
12. Infirmary . 
13. Open truck garage 
14. Drivers and operators uai ting room 
15. Gates 
16. Wheel Alignment 
17. Paint shop 
18o Hens room 
19 o Parking .for heavy equipment 
20. " 11 trucks 
2lo Junk yard 
22. Engineers 
23. Ipspection room 
2lio Water torrer 
84 
SHOP EQUIPMENT AND TOOlS FOR ONE DISTRICT SHOP 
Item 
l) Aligner, connect1.ng road w:i th 
expanding type sleeves 
2) Anvil~ blacksmith~ 170 1b. 
3) Bars, wrecking and ·pinch 
4) Bits, wood, exp~sion type 
1l" to 3 11 
.5) Bits, wood, ~" to l.-~" x 1/16s 
6) Brace, carpenters 
7) Blocks~ 11V"~ with clamps 
8) Compressor, air, with receiver, 
16 e.£.n. electric 
9) Charger, battery, 2 - bulb 
10) Calipers, machinists, outside 
411 , 6n, 8", 1011 , 1211 , 18" 
-~1) Calipers, machinist, inside 
411 , 6", au, 1011 , 16U 
12) Cans, oil, i pint size 
13) Clamps, saw :filing 
14) Cla.mps 11C11 , screw type 3", 6", 
8", 10", 12" 
15) Clamps, 110 11 , machinists, 
411 , 6 11 heavy duty 
16) Clamps, machinists, strap type 6 11 
17) Cleaners, piston ri~g groove 
18) Cleaners, valve guide 
19) Compressor, piston ring 
·20) Cutters, gasket 
21) Cutters, g1ass 
















































2~) Cutters, bolt, 18" . 
24) Ch:i.sel.s, ·l70od, ~11to 1~nx 1./16 s 
25) C1amps, brake lining tightening 
26) Calipers, 5" pqcket · slide 
27) Cords, extension, 25 1 1ong 
28) Chucks, drill, 0° to i" w.i t.h arbors 
29) Clamps, adjustab1e bar type, 
48", carPenters 
~ 
30) · ~ger, magneto 
31) Chisels, .wood turning 
32) Dies, steel. :figures, 3/16" 
33) Dies, steel. figures, ~-n 
34) D:i.es, steel. letters, 3/16" 
35) D:ies, steel letters 'i11 
36) Dies, wi. th collets a.ild stock, 
i 11 to 1~" N. C. thread 
37.) Dies, w:i. th co~l.ets and stock ] . i 11 to 14" N. F. thread 
38) Die~, lrl. th stock, machine scret7, 
-~32, 6-40, 8-32, 8-36, l.0-24, _ 
10-)2, 12-24, 12:-28 
39) Di.es taper pipe n:ith reversable 
ratchet handle, 1/811 , *n, 3/8 11, 
i-", 3/411 , l.", l.i-11 
40) _Dividers, nia.c~i._ni.sts, 6" and 1211 
41) Dollies, fender, various assorted 
42) Dressers, emery wheel. 
43) Drills, b~east, 9/1.6" 
44) Drills, portabl.e, electric ~u 
.. 
16) Drill, portabl.eg electric, .5/1611 

















































47) DriJ.ls, portable, electric, 5/811 
48) Drills, twist~ high speed, taper 
shank~ ~n to l?i 11 by 1/32u 
49) Drills, twist9 high speed~ straight 
shank~ J./321t to ~ 11 by 1./32u 
So) Drills~ twist~ high speed, straight 
shank /}1 to #60~ wire gauge 
51) Drills, combination drill and 
countersink l/1612 !> J./8 11 , 3/16 11 
52) Drills, hand, ratchet type 
9/16 n chusk capac :it.y 
53) Dogs, l.athe~ iu, 3/411 ~ 1 11 , 1~ 11 , 
1 3/4"~ 212g 2211!> JU 
Sh) Extinguishers, fire, 2 galo size 
55) Extinguishers, :fire, l quart s:i ze 
56) Easy outs 
57) Forge, blacksmith~ portable 
58) Grinder, pedestral typs, electric 
]2" with bu.f'£er 
59) Grinder, bench type., electric 812 
60) Grinder, val.ve seat, consentric type 
electric, With pilots £or complete range 
from passenge~ cars to 0-8 Caterpillar 
tractor, with abrasive wheels for same 












75° uheels l 
6l) Grinder, piston pin hole and 
hydraulic brake cyl.inder hone, 
electric 
62} Grinder_, valve, hand 
63) Generator, 2.SKW~ diesel, complete 
uith panel board 110/220 volts 
64) Groaler~ for armatures 
6S) Generator, Acetylene 



















2~soo .. oo 
60;,00 
200o00 
67) Gauge, center 
68) Gauge, cyl.inder, di.al. type 
69) Gauge, thickness 
70) Gauge, thread 
71.) Gauge, sur£ace 
72) Gauge, wire dr:i.ll 
73) Gauge, tap dr:i.ll s:i.ze 
74) Gauge, for adjusting ring 
gear and pinion 
75) Gauge, tv.r.i..st drill sharpening .. 
- 76) Gauge, tire pressure 
77) Gauge, diesel. pressure . tester 
'With adapters · 
78) Gun, air blow 
79) Gogg~es, welders 
80) Goggles, cl.ear 




Gl.oves, arch welders 
Grinder, tool post, heavy duty 
Hammers, all types under 4-:J,b. 
Set o£ 20 
85) Hamers, a11 types over. 6 J.b • 
Set o:f 6 
86) Helmets, arch welders· 
87) Hydromet;ers, battery testing 
88) Hydrometers, ~l. f'reeze . 
89) Ho:i.st chain, geared type 1!: ton 
90) Hoist,, chain geared type, 3 ton 


















































.. 2o.oo · 
50.00 
92) Hone, engine cylinder, ror 
large trucks 
93) Indicator, speed 
94) Irons, soldering 
95) Jack, 5-ton hydraulic 
96) Jack, h-ton, floor type~ hydraulic 
97) Jack~ 10-ton, floor type, hydraulic 
98) Jointer, with 6• table, electric 
99) Levels, carpenter's spirit 
100) Lights, timing 
101) Lamps, extension, with 25' cords 
102) Ladles, for babbit 
103) Lathe, 12 11 swing x 6 1 between 
centers, with taper attachment, 
face plate, steady rest, centers, 
chucks, tool holders, knurling 
tool, 1 set draw in collets 
:LOh) Lathe, brake drum, stationary 
spindle type, heavy duty for all 
passenger cars and trucks, complete 
with all adapters and clutch pbte 
grinding attachments 
105) Lifters, valve universal type 
106) Measures, oil, 1qt. size, with 
swing spout 
107) Measures, oil 2 qt. size, with 
swing spout 
108) Measures, oil 4 qt. size with 
swing spou·t 
109) Machine, banding 
110) Machine, cylinder reboring, 
passenger cars, and light trucks 








































112) Machine, . brake rG).ini.ng, 
·complete w:i. th dri.lling and 
cOlJll1?ersin.king equipment 
113) Micrometer, outside on 1" 
ll4) Micrometer, outside 0 11 2" 
ll5) lli.crometer, outside 2" -. 6" 
1l.6) Micrometer, inside, ~ - ?!" ,.. 18n 
117) Mandrels, lathe~ assorted s~ze 
118) Outfit, drill steel. shanldng and 
bit sharpening 
119) Outfit, car Tmsh:l.ng, . hi.gh pressure 
£or water 
120) Outfit, radiator flushind 
· 121) Out.f:t t, .front end and steering 
gear al.igning 
122) Outfit, lubricating, service 
station typ3, comp1ete Tlith 
grease gnns and dispensor~ 
.for chassis, dif'f'erenti.al and 
transmission lubricants 
~23) Outf'i t, c1:1rburator repair 
124) Outf'it, acetylene welding 
and cutting · 
125) Outfit~ hydraulic brake re.fi.ll.ers 
and bleeder w:tth pressure tank 
· 126) Planes, carpenter's 
127) Pliers, tire chain repair 
128) Pots, glue 
129) Pots, babbit melting 
130) Pullers, clutch pilot bearing 
1.31) Pullers, wheel, uni versa1 'type 
132) Pullers, .for engine sleeves 













































1.34) Pullers, gear~. a.nd -axle~ various 
135') Press, drill, upright, 1~11 capacity,_ 
multispeed, with back ~ears, complete 
with drill. chuck O" - 2" 
136) Press, hydraulic, 60-ton 
vertical, hand operated _ 
137) Press, arbor 
138) Pl.aner, wood 1811 capacity 
139) Press, tractor track pin 
1hO) Ru1es, £l.exib~e, steel, 6 1 
141) Rules, steel 6" 
142) Reamer, high speed, straight shank 
3/B••, 7/16 11 , 15/3211 , tu, 17/3211 
5/8", 9/16", 19/32" 
143) Reamer, high speed, taper shank, 
17/32"., 9 jl6 11 , 19/3211 ~ 5 ~8", 21/32" 
11/1.6", 23/32", 3/4", 25/32", 13/16", 











l. set . 
l.L.h) Reamer, cylinder ridge, medium size 1 
145) Reamer, cylinder ridge, large size 1 
146) Reamer, taper pin, sizes #1-#l.O,spiral 1 set 
147) Reamer, expansion, spiral. type, 'V'dth 
pilots, to cover comp~ete range £rom 
3/8" - 1i" 1 set 
148) Reamer, hand, solid spiral type to 
cover complete range :from -~u - 1itJ 
by 1/6411 1 set 
149) Re.facer, valve, wet type, 5/811 
capacity, electric 1. 
150) Removers, stud, up to 5/811 2 
151) Square, combination, with steel. 
·scale and protractor 2 
1.52) Square, carpenters · 2 




















l5u) Satr, pcm-er, hack!' 6" capacity, 
wet type l 
155) Saw, carpenter 1s, rip 2 
156) Saw, carpenter'~ oross-cut 2 
157) Sa17, mitre, uith mitre box -1 
158) Snips, tin, 10 11 , uith curved jau l. 
159) Snips, tin, 10 11 , uith straight jaw 1 
160) Stone, grind, foot operated 1 
161.) Sets, saiT 1 
162) Sleeves, taper, Morse 1 set 
163) Shaper, 18u stroke, uith tool holder, 
electric 1 
1.64) Saw, table type, 8" capae.ity, electric l. 
165) Sau~ cross-cut, ~th tilting arbor, 
electric 1 
166) Too1, kits, mechanics, hand 5 sets 
167). Tool, copper tube f'laring t" to 5/811 1 set 
1.68) Tool, ring gear riveting 1 
169) Tools, special, with pullers .for 
tractors 1 set 
170) Tool, valve seat insert replacement 1 
171) Tool, clutch plate aligning 1 
1.72) Taps, .uith tap urench, i-n - 1~n NoCo 
173) Taps, with tap urench, i"~1i-i1 , II.F. 
174) Taps, machine screu, 6-32, 6-40, 
8-32, 8-36, 10-24, 12-28 
1?5) Taps, taper pipe, 1/811 , i", 3/8",!11 
176) ·Taps, taper pipe, 3/4", 1n, llt, 1.!11 , 
·2n, 2!" 




























178) Taps~ :for 1Lmm~ l.B1i1m 
7/8 11 spark plug thread 1 set 15oOO 
1.79) Tester11 condenser l. 30.00 
1.80) Tester~ coil 1 25oOO 
181) Testor~ generator l 100o00 
182) Tester and cleaner, spark plug 1 15.00 
-183) Tenter~ battery voltage 1 15.00 
•J.8h) Tester11 ' compression uith adaptors 1 2~o00 
185) Tester11 vacuum_tune-up 
ui.th adaptors 1 10o00 
186) Vise 11 machinistsg 4" jau 5 40.00 
1.87) Vise~ b1aclcsmith11 sn jau· l 15.00 
188) Viael) carpenter•s~ quick _opening 1 8oOO 
189) Viae~ pipog up to 2~" capacity 1 l.OoOO -
190) Vise, sau :filing 1 3o00 
191) Urenchl) tap nTn tYJ.D 3 10.00 
192) · ·\"french, pipa~ 12!1 2 6.00 
193) Urench!) pi~Gg 18t1 2 10.00 
19h) ·wrench, pipe, 24" 2 16o00 
195) 11rench~ pipe, 36" 2 20o00 
196) Wrench~ monkey, 18" 1 3o00 
197) Wrench, Crescent, 6" :1 an, 1011 , 12" l. set 1.5.00 
198) \"french, Crescent!) J.8U 1 l.OoOO 
199) flrcnch,· op3n end for tap pot 
adjusting J. set l.$.00 
200) 17rench, deep socket11 f'or opark 
plugs, l.Lrnm:> 18:uun~ 7/8U ]. oet l.OoOO 
201) Urench, uheel l.ug, cross type 2 10o00 
202) \'lel.der, arc, 300 amps 1 .500oOO 
203) uasce11aneous supplies 2,000o00 
Total: 






Highway Practice in the United States of America; Public 
Roads Administration, Washington, D. c., l949o 
95 
Work of the Public Roads Administration, Washington D. c., 1948 
Use of Road and Airdrome Construction Equipment; War Department 
Technical manual, 1945o 
Facts on Turkey, Turkish Information Office, Narr Yorko 
Public Works in Turkey~ Turkish Information Office, New York. 
In.fonnation Directly from Ministry of Public Works in Turkey 
2 ~ Catalogues 
Tools and Supplies Inc., Catalog 46, Machine Shop and 'Industrial 
Supplies. 
McMaster - Carr Supply Co., Catalog - 50 
McMaster - Carr Supply Coo, Catalog - 51 
Kochring - Miluakee, Wisconsin 
Le· Tourneau, Peoria, Ill. 
Iowa Manufacturing, Company, Cedar Rap~ds, Iowa. 
Galion Iron vVorks, Galion, Ohio 
Ford, Detroit, Michigan 
Four Wheel Drive Auto Company, Clint~nville, Wisconsin 
Garman - Rupp Company, Mansfield, Ohio 
Littleford Bros. Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio 
Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill~ 
Etnyre and Company, Oregon, Ill. 
Austin - Wester, Aurora, Ill. 
Achramm Inc., West Chester, Pa. 
Jaeger Machine ·company, Columbus, Ohio 
Marion Power Shovel Company; Marion, Ohio 
Chevrolet llotor-Division~ Detroit, tlichigm 
Eu.clid Road Machinery Coo, Cleve1and, Ohio 
96 
Materials Handling llachinor,y, Sligo Iron Store Ooo, Sto Louis, MOo 
Roger's Broso Corpo; Albion, Pao 
American Motor graders, ~aha, Nebraska 
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VITA 
.The author was born September 18~ 1921, at Istanbul~ Turkey. 
After his primary education, he attended Robert College~ Istanbul, 
Turkey, where he graduated w2th a Bachelar of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering in September, 1946. 
Upon his graduation,_ he accepted a position with the British 
European Airways in Istanbul, Turkey, where he worked :for a year~ 
before being employed.by the Bureau of Highways of the Turkish 
Government, Ankara, Turkey. 
In March 1950, he was granted a two year leave to go to the 
United States of America for highe~ studieso 
Since Januar,y 1951, he has been serving as a graduate assistant 
at tt:te School o:f Mines and Metallurgy of the University o:f Missouri, 
in which capacity~ he still serves. 
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